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I      
am extremely honoured and overwhelmed to 
present to you the 47th volume of our annual 
college magazine ‘ILLUME 2023’. Here lies the 

contributions and celebrations of our college in which 
we aim to give you a glimpse of our short yet beautiful 
and a memorable stay in this college. This magazine 
is not the outcome of the effort put by an individual, 
but is a collective effort put forward by the Literary 
Committee and my dear fellow Kscjians, from various 
articles, writings, visuals and reports contributed which 
highlights the events of the college and gives the 
readers a clear picture of the activities of the college 
for the academic session 2022-23

ILLUME is not just a magazine where the achievements, 
potentials, talents and visions of our college are only 
reflected, but it is a collection of memories that will take 
you places and to times when you were genuinely happy 
and cared less about  the world. To some it serves and 
is serving as a connection to their one chapter of life 
that really bought happiness and joy, while, to some it 
serves as the only piece of memory left of their college 
life which they wish to cherish and keep it close. The 
work also echoes feelings of belongingness, nostalgia 
and a sense of unity 

I sincerely hope that this issue will give you a 
sense of belongingness and a warmth feeling. The 
magazine contains exclusive annual reports by various 
secretaries, unions and units and as you flip through 
the pages, I hope it serves its purpose and lightens up 

your day with its artistic contents from beautiful arts to 
poetry and a beautiful journey of all the contributors 
reflecting their college life. It is an attempt to capture 
every little moments and also to inspire to do and to be 
better every single day.

The Literary Committee acknowledges the College 
Authorities, KSCSU Executives, Contributors and all 
the students of Kohima Science College (Autonomous) 
Jotsoma for their constant support in bringing up this 
publication. To the discerning eye, this magazine may 
contain flaws of its own and we sincerely contrite with 
unintended errors, if any.

It has been an amazing journey serving as the Literary 
Secretary for the tenure 2022-23 and I thank God 
for it. This platform helped me grow, learn and gain 
experiences for which I will forever remain grateful. 
And not forgetting the people I met here and the 
countless memories I have captured. This place helped 
me become the version of me. THANK YOU KSCJ!

“ILLUME” will continue to thrive and serve its purpose 
to inspire us and also be a connection to help us 
understand and remind us of how far we’ve all come 
and the progress we have made so far and I hope you 
fall in love with each page and acknowledge the efforts 
put forward by each contributors. Happy Readings!

OMNIA VINCIT LABOR

(LILO P CHISHI)
Literary Secretary, KSCJ (A)

Editor’s Note
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The new National Education Policy 2020 (NEP 2020)
brings in sweeping  changes in the Indian Education 
system and aims   to make India a global knowledge 
superpower which has set much expectation among the 
people  of the country. The successful implementation 
of NEP 2020 will bring great transformation in the 
education system of the country and which will create 
many Indian youth who are highly skilled and  with 
innovative approach towards their work and life.

             In the ancient Indian ,education was considered 
a privilege of the elite classes with only a tiny portion of 
the population had access to the formal education . But 
the NEP 2020 is such a comprehensive 
policy framework that aims to reform 
and revitalize the education system 
of the country. It emphasizes the 
importance of equitable, inclusive  and 
holistic  education . It promote the use 
of technology ,innovation and research, 
integration of vocational and skill based training 
into education system providing the learners with 
the opportunity to acquire practical skills ,promote  
critical thinking and creativity. It has also incorparated 
sustainable development goals and ethos of the Indian 
philosophy. Thus ,the coming generations of Indians 
are expected to be armed with innovative thinking 
who are aaware of the skill needed in the market and 
research oriented with an ability to give great outputs.

(DR. TEMJENWABANG)
Principal, KSCJ (A)

ARE WE
READY

FOR THE
CHANGE ?

               This idealistic policy of NEP 2020 will need 
proper implementation and change is possible only if all 
the measures introduced in the policy are implemented 
in a systematic and structured  way .Obviously ,there 
are many challenges towards the implementation of 
this mega education policy and without a clear plan 
on how all the amibitious goals in the policy  will 
be achieve,the implementing bodies are going to 

face a herculean task in the coming 
years. We will need to create a shared 
responsibilty and ownership amongst all 
the important stakeholders including the 
private sectors,the government must be 
ready to invest more for infrastucture 
development and to train the educators 
.To move away from rigid content driven 

rote learning system to experiential learning and critical 
thinking would require a revolutionary change in the 
experiental learning and critical thinking would require 
a a revolutionary change in the attitudes of the people 
who are running the education system ,teachers 
,students and the parents.

“This policy is a very important step to transform Indian 
into a knowledge hub”

Principal
’
s Desk

FROM THE
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I am extremely happy to know that Kohima Science College Students Union is coming out with the 47th.edition of the 
annual college magazine Illume. Congratulations!

As aptly titled “Illume”, our college aims to inspire, educate, empower, transform and enrich the students as well as 
the society in general. This College magazine has provided an opportunity for the students to portray their topics of 
interest, share their ideas, creative imagination and also exhibit their writing skills. Today the role of a college is not 
only to impart academic knowledge but also to motivate and empower its students to be lifelong learners.

It is said that happiness is found not in finishing an activity but in doing it. Focus on the journey not on the destination. 
Martin Luther King Jr. once said, “You don’t have to see the whole staircase, just take the first step”. Remember that 
learning is a process of constantly updating oneself in this ever-changing world. 

My message is “The only person you are destined to become is the person you decide to be…Ralph Waldo Emerson”

So begin your journey now……..

Vice Principal
’
s Desk

FROM THE

(R MOASANGLA JAMIR)
Vice Principal, KSCJ (Autonomous)
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KSCSU

General Secretary Report

1. 12th Aug, 2022 : The College organised a one-day event on account of ‘Red Ribbon Day’

2. 12th Aug, 2022 : Mr. Babu Mech of B.Sc. secured second position in the Poster Competition organised by Red 
Ribbon Club, Patkai Christian College

3. 12th Aug, 2022 : Formal handing over of the office keys from the previous tenure

  I give thanks to Almighty God and the entire student community of Kohima Science College 
(Autonomous) Jotsoma for giving me this great opportunity to render my service toward the well-being and welfare 
of the college. It was a great and exciting journey filled with various activities and memorable moments which have 
really moulded me and the Students’ Union to establish firm grounds and work for the collective good of the student 
community. I would like to extend my heartfelt gratitude to all my colleagues who stood with me and provided me with 
the much-required support and encouragement in carrying out my duties. I would also like to thank all the CR’s who 
carried their duties without fail and disappointment also I would like to thank the college NCC and NSS along with 
all Government Hostellers for their dedication and response in times of need. I thank our ever-supporting Principal, 
Vice Principal (both), Board of Advisors, Teaching and the Non-teaching Staff for their help, cooperation and immense 
support shown towards the Union.

  I hope that all these achievements and deeds rendered towards the student community would be 
upheld and strive for an even better performance and greater results in the coming tenures. I wish all the very best 
to the college and to its students.

(DILONG L SANGTAM)
General Secretary, KSCU
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4. 16th Aug, 2022 : Formal farewell programme for 
the outgoing Principal Dr Lily Sema was held and 
was attended by all the Executive Members

5. 17th Aug, 2022 : File handing over programme 
was conducted at the college conference hall in 
the presence of Principal, Vice Principal and the 
Advisors

6. 18th Aug, 2002 : The Union conducted its first 
mass social work on account of the delayed 
holidays as well as the upcoming Freshers Day.

7. 18th Aug, 2002 : The General Secretary along 
with the M.Sc. Male representative attended the 
2nd Union Assembly of ANCSU which was held at 
Sakus Mission College

8. 20th Aug, 2022 : Mr. Atenjenba Pongen of B.Sc. 
3rd Sem participated in talent hunt organised by 
Model Christian College

9. 22th Aug, 2022 : Mr. Chunchamlungbou of B.Sc. 
2nd Sem secured Gold medal at the Nagaland 
Olympic & Paralympic Games 2022

10. 25th Aug, 2022 : Some of the Executive members 
went to attend an Awareness programme organised 
by the Kohima Municipal Council on Waste 
Management with Special Focus on Segregation: 
Source and Plastic Waste Management

11. 31st Aug, 2022 : The college organised its 60th 
Fresher’s Day with the Deputy Commissioner of 
Kohima Shri. Shanavas (IAS) as its Chief Guest

12. 1st Sept, 2022 : Three students were summoned 
to the Union Office for indecent behaviour resulting 
in them facing suspension for one week

13. 3rd Sept, 2022 : Students and Executive members 
attended the Inter Colligate Speech contest at the 
Don Bosco Inter Collegiate Programme where Mr. 
Thsanshimong K of B.Sc. 5th Sem participated in 
Kohima Youth Talk 2022

14. 4th Sep, 2022 : The college Union officially set up 
its College Band with six members

15. 9th Sept, 2022 : The college Notice Board along 
with the ones outside the Union Office were 
replaced and redone 

16. 10th Sep, 2022 : AGS and NCS both went to 
represent the college in the 1st Presential meeting 
of ANSCU for the tenure 2021-2023

17. 12th Sept, 2022 : The Students Union formally 
met both the Principal and the General Advisor 
and submitted an application for the setting 
up of Photography Club and Music Team with 
Photography Secretary looking after the former 
and both the M.Sc. representatives looking after 
the functioning of the later.

18. 13th Sept, 2023 : The Students Union met 
the Principal and the Convenor, Development 
Committee on matters of infrastructural concern, 
relating to College Auditorium roof as well the 
Boys Common Room and its bathroom

19. 15th Sept, 2022 : College Foundation Day was 
observed with a short programme undertaken on 
the college auditorium

20. 17th Sept,2022 : In the absence of the General 
Secretary (KSCSU), the M.SC. Representative 
(Male), was made the acting GS for a period of 
one week with the consent of the Principal and 
the General Advisor (KSCSU)

21. 24th Sept, 2022 : The College conducted another 
mass social work on account of the NAAC peer 
team visit to the college

22. 26th Sept, 2022 : The Students Union along with 
members of the Book Club organised a one-
day literature programme called ‘Letters Run’ 
on account of a fictional book release by Konei 
Shemdok

23. 27th Sept, 2022 : The college in response to 
the earlier application fixed the roofing and 
the electrical wiring of the Games and Sports 
Secretary’s Office 
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24. 29th Sept, 2022 : Mr Vincent W Patton won the 
second prize in Baptist College Literature Fest 
organised by the Dept. of English, BCK

25. 30th Sep, 2022 : Some of the executives and 
students participated in the Convergence Fest 
organised by the Department of BBA at St. Joseph 
College, Jakhama

26. 3rd Oct 2023 : Ms. Limanaro Changkiri of B.Sc. 
3rd and Mr. Mayank Mishra of B.Sc. 5th Sem 
participated in the College Level Essay competition 
on the topic ‘RTI- A Tool for Transparent and 
Accountable Governance’ organised by Kohima 
College, Kohima

27. 7th Oct, 2022 : The Students Union also set 
up a dedicated Lighting Team consisting of two 
members which will work under the earlier set up 
Music team Collectively called the ‘Event Horizon’

28. 8th Oct, 2022 : The college undertook another 
mass Social Work along with the Union members 
and the NSS 

29. 12th Oct, 2022 : There was a two-day visit from 
the NAAC team till 13th Oct, 2023 on account of 
the institutes third assessment cycle

30. 14th Oct, 2022 : The Kohima Science College 
Teachers Association (KSCTA) helped the college 
players of ANCSU colligate sports meets by 
donating a sum of `15k to the Union

31. 17th Oct, 2022 : There was a total of who 
participated on the ANCSU colligate sports meet 
with Mr. Alang Imchen of M.Sc. 3rd Sem and Ms. 
Zuchano Ovung of B.Sc. 1st Sem secured the first 
position on the Badminton Mixed Doubles with the 
later also emerging as the ‘Best Player (Women)’

32. 29th Oct, 2022 : Students of Kohima Science 
College participated  

33. 29th Oct, 2022 : Ms. Yongkongkumla Chang of 
B.Sc. 1st Sem participated in inter colligate debate 
competition held Sazolie College on the topic 

“Christianity has brought changes in Nagaland”

34. 29th Oct, 2022 : One of the final year student Ms. 
Amoh performed in the 1st Inter College Street 
Show organised by St. Joseph College, Jakhama

35. 29th Oct, 2022 : Ms. Lilo P Chishi of B.A 5th Sem 
and Mr. Vincent W Patton of 1st Sem participated 
in Literature Fest organised by Baptist College 
where the later secured 2nd position in ‘Meet your 
favourite character’

36. 23rd Nov, 2022 : Ms. Akenyu Semp of B.Sc 2nd 
Sem and Ms. Huralu of B.Sc 2nd Sem participated 
and won the second position in the Inter College 
Singing Competition organised by the  Office of 
Principal Account General, Kohima

37. 30th Nov, 2023 : An emergency meeting held with 
all CR’s, SUO’s And Sports Core team Members

38. 5th Dec, 2022 : The college held its 60th WinFest 
from 5th – 20th December, 2022 the event was 
kick started by the Principal of College after a 
short formal programme

39. 1st Dec, 2022 : The Students Union held a 
collective meeting with all members of the 
research student community to understand their 
issues, Mr. Shanglow Konyak was then elected as 
the first Research Scholar representative to the 
Union

40. 5th Dec, 2022 : The Jotsoma Taxi Union in 
commemoration of their 25th Silver Jubilee 
offered a one-day fare free service to all the 
students of the college

41. 12th Dec, 2022 : Commencement of Winter Break 
till 30th Jan, 2023

42. 2nd Feb, 2023 : Two students participated in 
Asia’s Largest cultural Festival “ALCHERINGA” 
organised by IIT Guwahati

43. 3rd Feb, 2023 : An orientation programme was 
organised by the college for all the final year 
students of B.Sc., B.A. and M.Sc.
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44. 3rd Feb, 2023 : The General Secretary met with 
the DC and Addl. DC Kohima to consider on the 
exemption of requisitioned busses of the college

45. 3rd Feb, 2023 : The college women’s Basketball 
team secured the 1st position during the 3rd 
Inter College Basketball Tournament organised by 
Immanuel College 

46. 10th Feb, 2023 : The Executives Members 
undertook a heavy rewiring work of the entire 
office and the lobby premises

47. 13th Feb, 2023 : The General Secretary again met 
with the Addl. DC Kohima on matters relating to 
the requisitioning of college buses

48. 23rd Feb, 2023 :  An Awareness programme on 
Young Voters was organised by the Chief Electoral 
Officer at the college

49.23rd Feb, 2023 : Few students along with Executive 
Members attended a dialogue on Nagaland 
Election, 2023 Doordarshan at RCEMPA

50. 5th Mar, 2023 : Formal farewell programme 
attended by executives of the outgoing Vice 
Principal Ma’am Thungbeni Yanthan

51. 9th Mar, 2023 : The KSCSU organised a Fund 
Raiser in aid of the upcoming College Parting 
Social Programme

52. 10th Mar, 2023 : Kohima Science College 
organised its 2nd Cultural Day aka Origin Fest 
with the event being graced by Major General 
Vikas Lakhera, SM as its Chief Guest

53. 18th Mar, 2023 : The Students Union submitted 
an appeal letter to the authorities citing 11 
important points and the need to address its issues 
immediately with some being proper washroom 
and proper water facilities among many

54. 23rd Mar, 2023 : Mr Imlinungba Ao of M.Sc. 
2nd Sem and Mr. Imnawati Chungmiri od B.Sc. 
6th Sem bagged the 1st position in the doubles 
Table Tennis (Men) organised by ICFAI University 

Dimapur.

55. 24th Mar, 2023 : An orientation programme was 
organised by Kaziranga University for the final 
year’s students of the college

56. 25th Mar, 2023 : The college held Nagaland’s 
First Robotics Exhibition named ‘Techmorphosis’ 
with participants from other institutes as well as 
from the final year students of Computer Science 
Department

57. 27th Mar, 2023 : The College held a recruitment 
drive organised by the Apollo International School 
with 21 students receiving placement the same 
day

58. 31st Mar, 2023 : The General Secretary along 
with the students from the college who completed 
their soft skills enhancement programme 
under UNNATI UNXT Foundation attended its 
Valedictorian Service

59. 1st Apr, 2023 : The College Official Band performed 
at the Crimson Kick organised by Sazolie college

60. 1st Apr 2023 : Maverick Academy held its 
orientation programme with the final year students 
of the KSCJ

61. 4th Apr, 2023 : Three Executives along with 
97 other students attended the G-20 summit 
reception event at Capital Cultural Hall Kohima 

62. 4th Apr, 2023 : The College Women’s Basketball 
team brought back the first position in the 2nd 
Pow-Wow 2023 Youth Festival organised by Tetso 
College, Sovima

63. 13th Apr, 2023 : The Students Union members 
with General Secretary and both the M.Sc. 
Representatives met with Vice Principal along with 
uniform committee to discuss and incorporate 
Masters Uniform in the College

64. 18th Apr, 2023 : The Students Union through 
an emergency meeting decided to set up a PR 
team which would consist of Literary Secretary, 
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Photography Secretary and the Info & Statistical 
Secretary who would all work along with the 
College Media Cell

65. 18th Apr, 2023 : Two students Ms. Bepekali and 
Mr. Mayank Mishra participated in the Northern 
Sentinels Inter College debate Competition 
organised by the 1st Assam Rifles

66. 21st Apr, 2023 : The General Secretary attended 
an emergency meeting called upon by the Office 
of ANCSU to all its Kohima based Units

67. 21st Apr, 2023 : Mr. Vikivi H Awomi secured the 
first position in the state level Quiz Competition 
also Mr. Keviseto Mekro secured the first position 
in the state level Essay writing competition during 
the State Level youth Festival organised by the 
Department of Youth Resources & Sports

68. 22nd Apr, 2023 : The General Secretary felicitated 
the three NCC wings of the college for their tireless 
efforts and immense contribution to the welfare of 
the college

69. 24th Apr, 2023 : Mr. Thejasetuo Kesi of 4th Sem 
secured third position in the speech competition 
organised in commemoration of World Earth Day, 
2023 organised by Kohima Smart City

70. 26th Apr, 2023: The Principal in the presence of 
KSCSU executives and teachers inaugurated the 
newly reconstructed washroom of the college 
auditorium and the Boys Common Room

71. 26th Apr, 2023 : Students along with research 
scholars attended a One-day Seminar on Research 
and its Translation to Products

72. 27th Apr, 2023 : Students of Kohima Science 
College participated and won under various 
categories of the 13th Zoommax Fest organised 
by Dept. of Management, Nagaland University 1st 
position Mad Ads, 1st Position Business Plans, 
1st position Mock Interview, 2nd Position Voice of 
Zoommax and Mr. Zoommax

73. 29th Apr, 2023 : The College along with the 
Department of Anthropology offered free One-Day 
Medical Camp to its students

74. 28th Apr, 2023 : The College organised its 60th 
parting Social under the theme “Ve Con Dios” and 
the occasion was graced by Principal Director, 
Dept. of School education Shri Thavaseelan K 
(IAS) 

75. 29th Apr, 2023 : The General Secretary attended 
the KSCJ IQAC Meeting along with its other 
members which discussed on the issues and the 
earlier appeal to the authorities

76. 22nd May, 2023 : The Students Union had 
submitted an appeal letter to the Director, Higher 
Education on reconsideration of teachers send on 
attachment to Wakching College, Mon

77. 22nd May, 2023 : The students Union wrote to 
the Principal on retaining the three teachers send 
on attachment to the newly opened Wakching 
College, Wakching

78. 24th May, 2023 : The General Secretary met the 
authorities and held a meeting which reflected on 
the previous applications on retaining its teachers

79. 26th May, 2023 : Five students attended and 
participated in a two-day Nationwide initiative 
for PBR updation cum Verification programme 
organised by the State Biodiversity Board

80. 27th May, 2023 : Executive Members along 
with some students went down to attend the 
programme on account of the Vandalised office of 
NSF and ANCSU

81. 9th Jun, 2023 : Executive members along with 
volunteers attended and extended their services 
on the two-day National Conference of All India 
Federation of University & College Teachers’ 
Organisations (AIFACTO) organised in the college.

82. 12th Jun,2023 : Three Executive Members went to 
attend an emergency meeting organised by NSF
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SOME PURCHASED MADE IN THE TENURE 2022-2023

1. Digital Mixer for Music room (1x)

2. Monitors

3. XLR wire

4. JBL Speakers (2x)

5. Speaker Stands (2x)

6. XLR cables

7. Projector (1x)

8. Projector wire connector (1x)

9. OC wire

10. Fogger (1x)

11. Lighting Mixer (1x)

12. LED lights (4x)

13. Halloween lights (14x)

14. Renovation of Auditorium Washroom

15. (1x) 2000 litres syntax purchased to aid water shortage in new building

16. New Furniture in Boys Common Room

Note: The Complete report of the General Secretary will be submitted after the termination of its tenure in the month of August

83. 16th Jun, 2023 : Kohima Science College Women’s Basketball team secured the first position in All Nagaland 
Inter-College Basketball Tourney organised by Dimapur District Basketball Association in collaboration with 
Dept. of Youth Resources 7 Sports.

84. 17th Jun, 2023 : Commencement of Summer Vacation till 17th July, 2023

85. 19th Jun, 2023 : Ms. Neigusanuo Kire of B.Sc. 6th Sem, Mr Keviseto Mekhro of B.Sc. 4th Sem and Ms. 
Yongkhongkumla Chang of 2nd Sem got selected for their essay writing on ‘My Opinion of Elections in Nagakand’ 
also Ms. Sokumla M Chang of B.Sc. 4th Sem and Ms. Nadia Limarenla of B.Sc. 2nd Sem got selected in video 
making competition organised by the Office of Chief Electoral Officer
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“Let your Actions Speak for yourself”

It been honour and privilege to serve as Boys welfare secretary of Kohima science college student union. I would 
like to express my gratitude to each and every individual, Friends and students of Kohima Science College, our GS 
and my fellow executives for your valuable support, cooperation to the union throughout my journey.Serving as 
(BWS) it was a great opportunity and a platform that i have learn so many new things it give me a confidence to face 
challenges. Through this platform has teach and mould me to become a better version of me and has taking me to 
a new height and a new journey of my life i will cherished forever.

I will work and keep in practise and teach to the younger ones in our society which i learn through this platform. Your 
instant support contribution and cooperation towards the (KSCSU) have made to this so far which will remain highly 
indebted to the student union.

I wish a very best for our succeeding ones.

Thank you everyone 

OMNIA VINCIT LABOR

FUNDS REPORT 2022-2023

Opening Balance : ` 30,000  |  Total Withdrawn : ` 29,000  |  Donation (to cultural secy) : ` 2000

Total Expenditure : ` 36,075

Boy’s Welfare Secretary

(MR RENOKA VINCENT YEPTHO)
Boy’s Welfare Secretary, KSCU

KSCSU
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Girl’s Welfare
Secretary

(VIZOTUONU ÜSOU)
Girl’s Welfare Secretary, KSCU

“Coming together is a beginning;keeping together is 
progress;

Working together is success”

It has been a great experience and privilege to have 
worked as the GWS for the tenure of 2022-23.My 
short roller coaster journey serving along with the other 
studentexecutives has not only enhance my knowledge 
to tackle problem but also with responsibility taught 
me the importance of collective work. Time limit has 
constraint many of the works but with an optimistic the 
decision taken and the works that were carried out can 
be put as the most suitable formula for the solution. 

         The success of all the activities cannot be achieved 
without my advisor Asst Prof. Mary keditsu. 

Major facilities and Events for Girls. 

1.Sanitary pads for the vending machine. 

2.New chairs and tables were provided for the Girl’s 
common room. 

3.Water tank installed in the college new building. 

4.Maintenance of the roster for girls washroom and 
common room. 

5.Renovation of syrene garden. 

6.New floor wiper, cups, broom, buckets and bathroom 
essentials were provided for the girls

Common room and washroom. 

Along with the above mentioned activities;a talk on 
girls hygiene was held on 21 Feb 2023 in the college 
auditorium with ma’am Rondensungla Longkumer as 
the resource person.

Funds report (2022-23) :

Total Withdrawal : ` 35,000

Donation (to cultural Secretary) : ` 2000

Total expenditure : ` 32,965

Remaining balance : ` 35

I express my sincere gratitude to everyone for the 
success and i also wish great success to all the 
upcoming executives. 

Omnia Vincit Labor

KSCSU
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First and foremost, I give thanks to our Almighty God 
for the opportunities, experiences and friends I made 
along the way through my MSc journey. No words can 
express the gratitude I have on being elected as the 
MSc representative for the tenure 2022-23. The path 
this opportunity has paved in my life has been a fulfilling 
one. Einstein theory proves that speed of light is the 
fastest but my 5 years stay in KSCJ happens to be in 
contrary to Einstein theory. Got so many experiences, 
some correct steps taken, some errors made, but most 
importantly I learned a lot.

It’s impossible to repay this place I call home, nor can 
I repay the kindness I’ve received from the family of 
friends and teachers that was built. All I can do is give 
my deepest gratitude to you all.

Lots of opportunities were given to me through this 
colourful journey, and among which, serving as the 
M.Sc. Male representative will be the greatest feat 
I’ve achieved. It was challenging yet fun to take up the 
responsibility. Everything came right on time and I was 

able to utilise my abilities and potential to the fullest 
which would not have been possible without my faithful 
colleagues. I’m extremely thankful and grateful to the 
students and the teachers for putting their trust upon 
me.

As the academic session comes to closure, I wish fall 
the students the best of life. The world is not fair and 
the future will be harsh but to whom is with God and 
determined nothing is impossible. I’m optimistic we’ll 
meet again up the ladder one fine day’

God bless KSCJ!

Omnia Vincit Labor 

“Never give up on what you really want to do. The 
person with big dreams is more powerful than one with 
all the facts” – Albert Einstein.

MSC Male
Representative

(NCHUMBEMO NGULLIE)
MSc Male Representative, KSCSU

KSCSU
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(MR)

SCIENCE CLub secretary
First  and foremost, I would like to give thanks and 
honour to our beloved Almighty God the favourable 
time to serve as the Science Club Secretary of Kohima 
Science College Students’ union, the most prestigious 
college in Nagaland.

    “The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in 
the service of others”

I have acquired the significant of holding responsibilities 
and had helped me explore my inner strength and 
qualities and opportunities to sharpen my skills. I would 
like to apologize to all the students for my imperfection 
and satisfaction in my duties.

Some of the activities undertaken during the tenure 
2022-23:

• First of all, the file handling over program of the 
newly elected KSCSU was held on 18th August 
2022,in conference hall

• On 20th August 2022, a notice was forwarded for 
the enrolment of members and a total number of 
120 signed up.

• On 1st September 2022, a brief meeting was 
conducted with the advisor of science club, Dr 
Chetan Kacchara.

• On 9th September the members held our first 
meeting about the works to be taken up and 
distributed the badges.

• On 12th September 2022, the maintenance of 
science club finally begun which is situated near 

Principal’s office 

• On 16th September, we celebrated world ozone 
day in conference hall and a slogan competition 
was held and speech was delivered by Dr Sanjay 
Srivastava on “petroleum in India and its future 
Prospects”

• On 22nd February 2023, science club collaborated 
with the Physics club and observed “National 
Science Day”

• On 6th March 2023, the advisor of the club changed 
from Dr Chetan to Sir Subenthung P Tsopoe.

• On 25th March 2023, the members from Science 
club participated in Tech morphosis conducted by 
Nagabots.

• On 22nd April 2023, the Science club collaborated 
with the Nature’s club and held a program on “World 
Earth Day”. We also conducted poster making 
competition with 3 winners and 5 consolations and 
the members also received an appreciation for their 
contribution towards the club.

I would like to extend my deepest gratitude to the 
Principal and the advisors for their support and 
guidance throughout the tenure.

(NGINSHEI N KONYAK)
Science Club Secretary, KSCSU

KSCSU
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Firstly, I want to give all glory and honour to the Almighty for the wonderful opportunity and a privilege to have me 
served the Kohima Science College, one of distinctly prestigious colleges in the state as the Games and Sports 
Secretary. It was an astounding and a remarkable journey made through and whereby developing myself better 
in all aspects. It has been nothing short of a tremendous pleasure serving these wonderful students, lecturers, 
faculties and staff community. As curtain falls on an eventful year, I believe it is a time for us to reflect, work on our 
shortcomings and humble ourselves for all our successes. All activities undertaken during my tenure (2022-2023) 
were a resounding success solely because of the immense support and multitudinous aid rendered by Principal, staffs, 
Union Executives, Advisors and students’ cooperation as a whole. However, amidst my tenure, should non-fulfilment 
of any proposal be there, I extend my heartfelt apology to everyone and the students’ community. After all It was 
great learning and to traverse the challenges that awaited during the long run. However, piecing all achievements and 
successes on the events, I extend my utmost gratitude to Kohima Science College for the assiduous and tremendous 
platform provided. All these could be turned into reality because of the participation made by every individual. Lastly, I 
want to thank everyone and my Advisors in particular for the guidance and support given to me throughout my tenure 
as the Games and Sports Secretary. 

“Omnia Vincit Labor” 

Games & Sports Secretary

(WANGLEM M KONYAK)
Games & Sports Secrertary, KSCSU

KSCSU
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Nature’s Club Secretary

It  has been a great honour and previlage to have served as the Nature’s Club Secretary of  Kohima Science College 
Student  Union for the tenure 2022-2023. It was a great learning experience and has equipped me with more 
knowledge ,confidence  and leadership qualities .

   For the tenure 2022-2023 ,a total of 96 students joined the Nature club with cooperation and help of the 
members,the club with the cooperation and help of the members,the club took active participation in numbers of 
social work. The nature club  along with some volunteers took the initiative of cleaning the dumping site beside 
the basketball court . The Nature Club brought  52 dustbins along with the garbage bags from the funds alloted 
to the club  and distributed it to every classroom . On 21st April 2023,the nature club along with the science club 
celebrated the Earth Day ,where poster making competition was held for both the club members.

               All these activities and my journey as a part of KSCU  could be made possible through the help of my advisor 
,Dr.Moaakum ,all the club members, my fellow executives and the student community as a whole thank you so much 
everyone.God Bless Kohima Science College.

(HANGNYANG P)
Nature’s Club Secretary, KSCSU

KSCSU
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EU Report
Greetings in the name of our Lord and Saviour Jesus 
Christ.

 I extend my heartfelt gratitude to all those people who 
were a part of this amazing ministry and the editorial 
team for this platform, their time and effort. God bless!

 I am grateful and humbled to be jotting down some of 
the events held during the tenure 2022-2023. 

Brief history: Evangelical Union (EU) is a student ministry 
which began in 1951 after a few  number of believing  
students  gathered together in Madras for prayers, felt 
the need for more deeper  and intimate fellowship with 
the Lord. They met at Prof. H Enoch’s residence for 
fellowship and there the first EU was formed. EU is 
inter-denominational and thus, regardless of different 
denominations, we come together for fellowship and 
prayer, to grow together in Christ while reaching out 
to the non-believing students. The first EU in Nagaland 
was established in Fazal Ali College in 1965. EU in 
Kohima Science College Autonomous Jotsoma was 
established in 1969.

Vision Statement: “Transformed students impacting the 
campuses and the nation as disciples of the Lord Jesus 
Christ.

Mission Statement: “UESI seeks to evangelise Post-
matric students in India, nuture them as disciples of 
the Lord Jesus Christ that they may serve the church 
and the society.”

UESI has four aims: Evangelism, Fellowship, Testimony 
and Mission

KSC (A) J EU for the tenure 2022-2023 was consecrated 
on 10th April, 2022 with thirty members and two Senior 
Advisors : Dr Seyiekhrielie Whiso and Mr Robin Temsu

EVANGELISM:

• Gospel fellowship every 1st and 4th Sundays at 
CCF chapel at 4 pm.

• Personal evangelism practised on personal level.

• Evangelistic week was observed from 19th-25th 
September, 2022.

FELLOWSHIP:

• Fellowship service every 2nd Sundays.

• Fellowship every Tuesdays at 4:30 pm. Teacher’s 
Bible study, prayer meetings and activities like Quite 
time and 2/2 fellowship were conducted under 
Tuesday Fellowship.

• Circle Secretaries and MIGs in various hostels 
undertook their respective fellowship daily, weekly, 
monthly basis.

• Hostel penetration was conducted on 27th and 
28th July 2023 covering 46 hostels including rental 
houses and PGs.

• Crusade was organised by Campus Christian 
Fellowship in partnership with KSCJ EU on the 
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theme “The Supremacy of Christ” from 29th-31st 
July, 2022.

• SDTC (Summer Discipleship Training Camp) was 
held at Genesis Retreat Centre Jotsoma from 3rd-
8th June, 2022.

• Pre-Christmas celebration in collaboration with 
tribal fellowships was held on 3rd December, 2022 
with Dr. Kevichalie Metha (Pastor Peraciezie Baptist 
Church) as the speaker.

TESTIMONY:

• Testimonial night on 25th September, 2022.

MISSION:

• Mission fellowship every 3rd Sunday.

• Campus cleaning by the committee members, MIGs 
and volunteers every 3rd Saturday.

• Jumble sale in aid of SDTC 2023 and inner vision on 
29th October, 2022 while also fulfilling the mission 
to reach the underprivileged society.

• Biography of missionaries were available in the 
library. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES:

• Apart from Gospel, fellowship, mission and 
testimony service, we also conducted orientation 
program for the new committee members, fresher’s 
welcome service and thanksgiving services.

• On 11th Dec 2022, EU committee members 
attended the Silver Jubilee celebration of Japfu 
Christian College EU.

• 4. Easter Sunday Special Movie night held on 17th 
April, 2022 entitled “The Case for Christ”.

• Hosted KICEU (Kohima Intercollegiate Evangelical 
Union) combined fellowship on 17th September, 
2022 and 11th February, 2023. 

• Musical Night on 18th September, 2022. 

• EU opened stall during College Win Fest, 5th -10th 
December, 2022 in aid of SDTC 2023.

• Service by outgoing committee members on 12th 
February, 2023.

All glory and honour to our God for the great success 
of the above mentioned activities.   I praise God for the 
lives that had contributed tremendously towards this 
ministry: the senior advisors, UESI staffs, the CCF, the 
college authorities and every individual that is a part of 
the KSCJ as a whole. God bless all!

My team really appreciate the care, time and help 
you have given towards this ministry. Our tenure as 
active members ended on 19th February, 2023. As 
we venture to a new calling that God has in store for 
us, remember us as your dear brothers and sisters in 
Christ. KSCJ will always be in our fervent prayers. God 
bless KSCJ.

The new committee members were consecrated by 
Sister Hulika Yeptho and will be led by Mr Tisovi Vüprü 
as the President.

“The peace of God, which transcends all understanding, 
will guard your hearts and minds” Phil.4:7
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1. Total Strength : 43 Cadets

• No. of 3rd year SWs : 12 Cadets

• No. of 2nd year SWs : 13 Cadets

• No. of 1st year SWs : 18 Cadets

2. Associate NCC Officer

• Lt. TK Medoweu-ü

3. Senior Under Officer

• Chongkoi L Khiamniungan

4. Junior Under Officers

• JUO Kekhrievinuo Yashü, JUO Mongsenlepla Oungh, JUO Nevesalü Nakro 

5. Company Sergeant Master:

• CSM Priya Kumari, CSM Momoi Pojar

6. Master Sergeant

• M.Sgt Dolensangla

7. Sergeant

• Sgt. Gita Nepali, Sgt. Wanloi C Konyak, Sgt. Mayangmenla, Sgt.Sosentetla Aier, Sgt. Wangshirenla

National Cadet Corps, established in 1948, with the motto ‘Unity and Discipline’, is a highly reputed body and also the 
second line of defence. It is, with no doubt, one of the strongest youth organization in the country bringing together 
and moulding the youths into secular united, secular and disciplined citizens of the nation.

The SW Unit of 1 Naga Girls BN NCC, was first initiated in Kohima Science College, Jotsoma in July 2019 under 
Associate NCC Officer Lt. TK Medoweu-ü with total strength of 36 Cadets.

REPORT OF THE 1 NAGA GIRLS NB NCC,
KOHIMA SCIENCE COLLEGE,AUTONOMOUS, JOTSOMA,

2022 -2023

STRUCTURE OF 1 NAGA GIRLS BN NCC, KOHIMA SCIENCE COLLEGE, 2022 -2023
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1. WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY, JUNE 5 2022
With the motive to raise global awareness in protecting Nature 
and the Planet Earth, 10 Cadets of 1 Naga Girls BN NCC, 
KSCJ led by ANO Lt. TK Medoweu-ü participated in activities 
organized by the college like Tree plantation,Poster making, 
Cleaning the premises in and around the college etc.

2. INDEPENDENCE DAY PARADE
AUGUST 15 ,2022

In the 75th Independence Day Parade held at Secretariat 
Plaza, Kohima, 9 Cadets of the unit from Kohima Science 
College Jotsoma, took part in the March past, and witnessed 
the auspicious event.

3. PRE THAL SAINIK CAMP, 2022 , JORHAT
6 Cadets from Kohima Science College Jotsoma, out of which 
4 Cadets - CPL Supou Longshe, L CPL Mariamyile, L CPL 
Mhasilienuo Huozha, L CPL Sneha Sharma  from the Unit, 
KSCJ were selected to attend this Camp, held from 27 August 
to 3 September, 2022 at NCC Academy,Jorhat. Witnessing 
and participating in the events like Cultural Exchange 
Program which included Group songs, group dance, solo etc. 
enabling one to learn about the different cultures and having 
an unforgettable experience.
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5. COMBINED ANNUAL TRAINING CAMP - 
149, 21-27 JANUARY

24 NAGA (1) Coy NCC kohima hosted CATC 149 in Kohima 
Science College, Autonomous Jotsoma, from 21 January 
to 27th January, with a total of 231 cadets undergoing this 
training camp under the guidance of 6 Associate NCC Officers 
and Army personnel of NCC group HQ., Kohima

5 cadets from 1 NAGA Girls Attended this camp and 
participated in various acitivities like trekking, games and  
cultural programs.

Submitted by
LT. TK MEDOWEU-Ü

Reported by
SENIOR UNDER OFFICER CHONGKOI L KHIAMNIUNGAN

Recorded by
JUNIOR UNDER OFFICER MONGSENLEPLA OUNGH

4. EK BHARAT SHRESHTA BHARAT - 
INDEPENDENCE DAY CAMP, 2022,DELHI

EBSB -IDC ,2022 heldfrom 1st August 2022 to 16th August 
2022 at NCC Parade Ground, Delhi

Cantonment ,DG NCC  was attended by 17 directorates of 
NCC where the YEP cadets of 11 foreign countries were 
also part of the camp.16 cadets from Nagaland attended 
the camp, each representing their respective tribes.Two 
cadets from Kohima Science College, Jotsoma - SUO 
Chongkoi L Khiamniungan and Cpl Lony Pfinyu attended 
the camp,representing NER directorate.During the 17 days 
long Camp, the cadets had the honour to interact with 
DGNCC Lieutenant General Gurbirpal Singh AVSM,VSM. Also 
participated in events like the cultural exchange program, 
choir singing of patriotic songs and the National Anthem on 
the occasion of the 76th Independence Day Flag Hoisting 
Ceremony at Red Fort on 15th August,2022 ,and also cadets 
were also given the opportunity for DelhiDarshan and visited 
many historical places like National War Memorial,Rashtrapati 
Bhavan, Jantar Mantar , Akshardham Mandir, etc.  
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The National Cadet Corps (NCC) was founded in the year 1948 with the motto “UNITY and DISCIPLINE” under the 
NCC Acts XXXVI by the Ministry of Defence (MOD). It is a Three-tier organisation viz., AIR, ARMY and NAVY Wing. It is 
a voluntary organization with an aim to develop character, comradeship, discipline, leadership, sportsmanship, spirit 
of adventure, self-confidence and many other morals. 

NCC is one of the biggest youth organisations in the world today with a total strength of nearly 14 lakhs cadets. It 
has an advantage for the ‘C Certificate’ holders as it creates a number of vacancies every year through UPSC and 
SSC. Other than just armed forces there are several central and state Government organisations who give special 
preference to NCC cadets. Cadets are also given the opportunity to attend camps in any parts of India as well as 
abroad and visit numerous alliance countries through Youth Exchange Programme (YEP), financed by Government 
of India. 

CARDINALS OF NCC

• Be Punctual

• Obey with a smile

• Work hard and without fuss

• Make no excuses and tell no lies

DETAILS OF THE UNIT 

• Name of the unit : NO.1 NL AIR SQN (Flg) NCC, KSCJ

• Institution Name : Kohima Science College Jotsoma 

GROUP HEADQUARTER : Kohima 

• Directorate : North East Region (NER) 

• Group Commander : Lt Gen GURBIRPAL SINGH, AVSM ,VSM

• Commanding Officer : Wing Commander T.S. SINGH  

• Care Taker Officer : Asst. Professor VITHOLETO NAGI (Dept. of Geology) 

SENIOR UNDER OFFICER : Evedulu Kezo  

RANKS IN NCC  

• SUO : Senior Under Officer  |  CUO : Cadet Under Officer  |  CWO : Cadet Warrant Officer 

Sgt : Sergeant  |  Cpl : Corporal  |  LFC : Leading Flight Cadet  |  Cdt : Cadet 

NO.1 NAGALAND AIR SQUADRON (FLYING), NCC
Kohima Science College (Autonomous), Jotsoma
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• Care Taker Officer (CTO) : Vitholeto Nagi 

• Cadet Senior Under Officer : Evedulu Kezo 

• Secretary : i). M Phakmei  ii). Paveini Juliana 

• Finance Secretary : Watlong Yanlem 

• Information Secretary : Imlinochet Imchen 

• Uniform Caretaker : Khrieketuonuo Belho 

• Drill Instructors : i). Lily Monyu Konyak  ii). Khampei T Konyak  iii). Alem Delem 

• Office & Notice Board I/C : Anu Kumari 

• Refreshment Incharge : Lengam Konyak 

• Attendance : Bangthai Noklang  

• Total Strenght : 40 Cadets  

STRUCTURE OF COLLEGE NCC-AIRWING  
NCC EXECUTIVES/OFFICIALS 2022-23
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CAMPS AND ACTIVITIES REPORT

EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT (EBSB):
Cadet Cpl. Imlinochet Imchen attended the EBSB, Mysore which was conducted from 12th- 23rd July 2022 at 
Karnataka State Open University, Mysore. 

INDEPENDENCE DAY
On 15th August, 2022 some cadets along the Army Wings cadets participated in hoisting a National Flag in College 
on occasion of India’s 76th Independence Day celebration. On the same day, the cadets along with the KSCSU 
officials hoist a National Flag at RCEMPA, Jotsoma. The flag was hoisted by the TaFMA Advisor in presence of officers 
and staffs of TaFMA. 

PRE-VAYU SAINIK CAMP (PVSC) AND ALL INDIA VAYU SAINIK CAMP (AIVSC) 2022:
Pre- Vayu Sainik Camp (PVSC-I): It was conducted at NCC Academy Jorhat, Assam from 11th-17th August, 2022. 
A total of 16 cadets attended the PVSC- from KSCJ. After various screening in the field of drill, shooting, skeet 
shooting, aeromodelling, writing exams, etc., 7 cadets was selected from our college for the next phase

PVSC-II
It was also held at NCC Academy Jorhat, Assam from 14th-20th September, 2022. 
After a final screening a total of 38 cadets from all over NER was selected for the 
ALL INDIA VAYU SAINIK CAMP (AIVSC) 2022 JODHPUR, out of which 12 cadets were 
selected from Nagaland and 6 cadets were from our very own college 

THE 6 CADETS WERE

i) CUO LILY MONYU KONYAK  ii) CWO KHAMPEI T KONYAK iii) Cdt. CHUMLISE S 
SANGTAM iv) Cdt. YAOLAI v)CdtTERHESHA  vi) Cdt. KHUMBA LUNGANLUNG.

RANKING DAY

Ranking Day for the tenure 2022-23, 3rd Year cadets was conducted on 25th April, 2022 in front of the College 
Auditorium. 

COMBINED ANNUAL TRAINING CAMP (CATC-37)

The CATC-37 was conducted by the No.1 NL Air Sqn (Flg) NCC, Dimapur from 6th -15th July 2022 at Patkai 
Christian College, Dimapur. A total of 23 cadets from our college attended the camp. Cdt.Yaolai from 2nd Year was 
awarded as the SD Best Cadet of CATC-37.
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AIVSC JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, 2022
The ALL INDIA VAYU SAINIK CAMP was held at Air Force Station, Jodhpur, Rajasthan from 25th September- 5th 
October, 2022.The NER Contingent bagged the 1st position in Drill Competition of AIVSC 2022.CUO LILY MONYU 
KONYAK, CWO KHAMPEI T KONYAK, CDT.YAOLAI and CDT.CHUMLISE S SANGTAM were part of the NER drill team. 

INDIAN AIR FORCE DAY

On 8th October, 2022 cadets from KSCJ NCC Air Wing observed the Indian Air Force Day by participating in various 
events such as, Art, Poster, Slogan and Write Up competition. 

BLOOD DONATION DRIVE

The cadets of 1 NL Air Sqn (Flg) NCC, KSCJ along with the cadets from 1 Naga 
Girls BN, NCC  donated a blood and participated in the Blood Donation Drive 
under the theme “Donate Blood and Save Life” at Naga Hospital, Kohima  to 
celebrate 74 years of NCC on 27th November, 2022. 

NER EBSB-I (EK BHARAT SHRESTHA BHARAT)

Three cadets namely: C. LFC LENGAM KONYAK , C. LFC VIDI MERE and CDT KHEMING from KSCJ Airwing attended 
the NER EBSB-I camp from 6th – 17th December 2022 at Silchar, Assam. 

NER EBSB-II

Two cadets from KSCJ Airwing- C. Cpl. KHRIEKETOUNUO BELHO and C. Sgt. M PHAKMEI attended the NER EBSB-II 
at Rajiv Gandhi University, Doimukh, Itanagar from 28th December 2022-6th January 2023. 

ALL INDIA SNIC

Cadet NGWAYING LUNGALANG attended the All India Special National Integration Camp (SNIC), 2022 which was held 
at Sri Prakash Vidyanisketan, Andhra Pradesh from 30th September-9th October, 2022.  

EBSB-II

Cadet YAOLAI attended the Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat-II (Goa and Karnataka) which was held from 16th-27th 
January, 2023. 

WORLD WETLANDS DAY

On account of the World Wetlands Day 2023, 1 NL AIR SQN (FLG) NCC, Kohima 
Science College, Jotsoma organised a Debate Competition among the 1st Year 
and 2nd Year cadets in the presence of CTO Vitholeto Nagi. 

OATH TAKING 

The Oath Taking for the newly recruited cadets of Blue Family was held on 4th February 2023, administered by SUO 
Evedulu Kezo in the presence of the CTO Vitholeto Nagi. 

C- CERTIFICATE EXAM 

The C- Certificate Exam for the 3rd Year cadets  was conducted on 19th February 2023 at Kohima College, Kohima. 
A total of 10 (ten) 3rd Year cadets appeared the C- Certificate Exam 2023. 
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B- CERTIFICATE EXAM
The B- certificate Exam for the 2nd Year cadets was conducted 
on 11th March, 2023 at Eastern Christian College, Dimapur. A 
total of 13 cadets from 2nd Year appeared the Exam. 

TREK TO DZUKOU

NO.1 NL AIR SQN (flg) NCC, KSCJ went to Dzukou for 2 day 
trekking on 6th-7th April 2023.  30 cadets participated (16 SWs 
and 14 SDs) in an hour long journey. Despite the starvation, 
tiredness and struggles it was rather fun and memorable.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES:
The NCC AIRWING responds to the call of duty rendering to its services in various social activities. Cadets also took 
active part in World Environment Day activities, Tree Plantation programme International Yoga Day programme, 
National Integration Day, Blood Donation Drives, World Wetlands Day, National Unity Day, Walkathon, seminars and 
many more activities. 

 The cadets also render their services in escorting 
various important dignitaries in all college related events. 
The cadets concomitant with the Army wing helped the Union 
Executives as volunteers in various events and activities 
such as; College-60th Winfest, 59th Parting social,  NAAC 
Assessment, Fresher’s meet and Origin Fest. With all the efforts 
and sacrifices of each and every cadets, the year was a great 
success by the Coordination, Cooperation, Comradeship, Unity 
and Discipline. 

 Through this way and more, the strength of NCC 
Airwing KSCJ stands strong because of the over whelming and 
steadfast support from the college fraternity, well-wishers, donors, seniors, alumni and friends. The BLUE FAMILY 
remains ever grateful. 

 I the SUO of AIRWING on behalf of No.1 NL AIR SQN (Flg) NCC, KSCJ express my profound gratitude to the 
Principal, Lectures and the college faculty members for their astounding support throughout the tenure. I would also 
like to convey my heartfelt gratitude to my CTO, my seniors, comrades, and all my cadets for theirs commitments, 
sincerity and hard work in making BLUE FAMILY into what we are today. 

LOOK TO THE HORIZON, SPREAD YOUR WINGS AND FLY HIGH!  

LONG LIVE KSCJ NCC  

JAI HIND!

Recorded by :
C. Sgt M PHAKMEI

Secretary, KSCJ, NCC

Recorded by :
SUO EVEDULU KEZO

Senior Under Officer, KSCJ, NCC

Recorded by :
CTO VITHOLETO NAGI

Care Taker Officer, KSCJ, NCC
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Report on the
24 NAGA (I) COY NCC 2022-23

DIRECTORATE : NORTH EAST REGION  |  GROUP HEADQUARTER : KOHIMA
Group Commander : Bring PS Sangwan  |  Commanding Officer : Lieut Savilie Yhor

Associate NCC Officer : Lieut Savilie Yhor  |  Senior Under Officer : SUO Thejavizo Metha

CARDINALS OF NCC

• Be punctual

• Obey with a smile

• Work hard without fears

• Make no excuses and tell no lies

BENEFITS OF BEING OF NCC CADET

• NCC certificate

• Camps all over India and abroad

• Personality grooming and exposure

• NCC special entry into armed forces

• Relaxation for competitive exams

LIST OF ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN FOR THE YEAR 2022-2023

On Account of World Environment Day

The NCC KSCJ observed the World Environment Day on 3rd and 4th June 2022. On June 3rd the NCC cleaned 
the college campus and planted 
trees around the college where 8 
cadets from 24 NL (I) COY took 
part. On June 4th 2022, the NCC 
along with the Nature’s Club KSCJ 
observed World Environment Day 
by cleaning the Bion Integrated 
Farm KSCJ, where 7 cadets from 

The National Cadet Corps ( NCC) established on 15th July 1948 with its motto ‘Unity And Discipline’ (Ekta aur 
Anushasan) has emerged as one of the largest voluntary youth organization in the world. It is a three tier organization 
viz., Army, Air and Navy with the strength of 15 Lakh cadets.The 24 Nagaland (I) COY was raised in Kohima Science 
College and hence is the raising institution for the 24 Naga (I) COY.Director General NCC, located at New Delhi 
controls the various overseas activities of the NCC through 17 Directorates spread across the country.It is a premier 
organization fostering youth’s towards the armed forces, personality development and icons of nation building.
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24 NL(I) COY took part. With regard to the World Environment Day,the NCC KSCJ held a competition where cadets 
participated in poem,slogan,painting and essay writing.

Combine Annual Training Camp (CATC-44) :

The CATC-44 organized by 24NL (I) COY was held in DImapur at Vidhya Bhavan Hr Sec School where a total of-
cadets which included SD,SW,JD and JW attended the camp.The CATC aims to introduce to cadet to a regimental 
way of life and helps in developing comradery, teamwork,leadership qualities and self confidence among the cadets. 
It is mandatory for the cadets of Senior Division to attend at least two during their tenure being an NCC Cadet to 
apply for ‘C’ Certificate Exam.A total of 24 Cadets from KSCJ attended the camp which included 9 Third Years and 15 
Second years where SUO Thejavizo Metha was appointed as the company Senior of Charlie Company alongside SUO 
of Tetso College. During the camp L/CP Jongshiwatiemerged as one of the best cadet in firing. The cadets were given 
chance to learn various subjects such as drills,weapon training,map reading,adventures etc. There are also many 
interactive sessions with the ANOs and Army staff where they share their experiences about regimental lifestyle. The 
Camp also gives opportunities to cadets to compete in different fields like cultural dance,drills etc.

RECRUITMENT 

The 24 NL (I) COY KSCJ had its recruitment rally on 25th July 2022. A total of 7 cadets were recruited by a Cadet 
Selection Procedure (CSP) probing into Physical fitness, Medical Fitness and personal interview. More cadets were 
recruited after the recruitment rally as the number of vacancies were still available. All the cadets were made to go 
through the CSP. A total of 15 Cadets were recruited in the year 2022.

‘B’ AND ‘C’ CERTIFICATE EXAM

When a cadet joins NCC, the main motive is not only to learn the military practice but inculcate leadership personality 
and another aim is to acquire NCC B and C certificates, out of which C certificate with minimum B grade is the most 
important as it offers Direct SSB interview for Officer Entry into the armed forces. In the last session a total of 12 
cadets from 2nd Year appeared for the B Certificate exam on March 11 2023 and a total of 10 cadets of 3rd Year 
appeared on February 19 2023.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES

Other activities that were undertaken during2022-2023 are- Independence Day August 15 2023. NCCKSCJ were 
called by the TaFMA (Task Force For Music And Arts) to hoist the flag at the TaFMA Office,Jotsoma.

The NCC Army Wing KSCJ held its Oath taking day on February 10, 2023 where all the 1st Year cadets, including 
both SD and SW took Oath.The Purvottar Bharat Parikrama Car Rally, led by Sub Maj and Hony Capt Yogender 
SinghYadav, PVC(Retd) reached Kohima after covering 2000 km across four states and reached the WW-II War 
Memorial where the rallyist interacted with the cadets and students of the cadets, out of which 16 cadets from 24 
NL(I) COY KSCJ attended.

EK BHARAT SHRESTHA BHARAT( EBSB)

In NCC, the EBSB camp held annually unity,nationalism among the cadets, national integration and developing skills. 
The EBSB camp is one of the prestigious camps where cadets get to know the essence of India and its culture i.e., 
“unanimity and diversity”. The camp was announced on 31st October 2015 by our Hon’ble 14th PM of India, on the 
occasion of the 140th birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabhai Patel. 5 Cadets from of 24 NL (I) COY Kohima Science 
College Jotsoma also attended the EBSB 1 camp.CPL Shahla, L/CPL Hepong,L, L/CPLIhangshibe,L/CPL Joel and L/
CPL Ruben of KSCJ attended the camp from December 6 to December 15 where they took part in several activities 
like sports, cultural tradition, traditional dance and traditional songs competition.
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COMBINE ANNUAL TRAINING CAMP (CATC-149)

The CATC-149 was held in Kohima Science College, Jotsoma from January 20 to January 272023. A total of 275 
cadets attended the camp which included SD,SW,JD and JW. In this camp SUO Thejavizo Metha was appointed as the 
senior of Alpha Company Different activities were done during the camp which included development of comradery, 
teamwork, leadership qualities and self-confidence among the cadets. The cadets also had an experience of weapon 
training and band display from 1 Assam Rifle Kohima

I would like to thank our ANO Lieut. Savilie Yhor for his support and service and also the Cadets of KSCJ NCC for 
their hard work and efforts during the year 2022-2023.Their comradeship ,coordination,their Unity and Discipline is 
the reason why the KSCJ NCC of 2022-2023 was a successful tenure .Success is the essence of perseverance and 
hard work. As a result,our cadets also have achieved great heights not only in their academics but also in different 
fields. Cadets of KSCJ were able to reach the most prestigious camp and with some cadets getting job placements. 
I would also like to thank the Principal and the Faculties of Kohima Science College (Autonomous) Jotsoma for their 
support and cooperation in all NCC activities.Long live KSCJ NCC.

Jai Hind

Reported by : SUO Thejavizo Metha    |    Submitted by : Lieut. Savilie Yhor
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A MEMOIR OF REMEMBERANCE
“That will never come again is what makes life so sweet” ~ Emily Dickinson
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with reminiscent sincerity. Certainty will assure you, that 

you’ll be thinking of this for a life time and maybe your 

past self was wrong. Maybe this was worth all the time and 

dedication. This was all worth it in the end. You made it, and 

all the worries, the countless bunked classes, never-ending 

practicals will be shadowed by the fragments of memories. 

And these memories with each of their own will be etched 

into your very own bones.

 For many, this has been a beautiful epilogue; you 

have cried, laughed,been hurt, overwhelmed,stumbled and 

loved. Look at your footprints in the sand,they are here no 

matter when. All these have taught you to be the person 

you’ve become today. For some, a prologue. The feeling of 

the end might just have been the begining. Go on, there is a 

longer way ahead. After all, we only live once.

When a story is about to end, we’ll always think of its 

begining. This is the story you created together, as in the 

past and for the future. Never can we suspend the time, so 

spend your lifetime to taste all the love and pain life has in 

store for you. To the graduating class of ‘23, it just got hotter 

in here by 1 degree :)

The real world awaits you these past years have been 

the very best. You believed you could, and so you did. 

Congratulations on making it this far.

Everthing turned out okay in the end, didn’t it?

Reality kicks in when we realize we are no longer in high 

school. Suddenly you’re in college. Summer no longer 

smells like vanilla ice cream and back bench lunches. The 

roads you climbed and looked up to with heavy bags, seem 

narrow and your bag now holds nothing but a medium sized 

classmate notebook and stacks of fundraising tickets you 

were forced to buy from seniors. August rushes with blue 

hues, and you wonder about the future. Will you be thinking 

of this ten years from now? Is this worth all your time and 

dedication? There is time, it always has been. Assorting 

our feelings and blending in to new surroundings, time 

completed our first year as freshers.

 Maybe you commute from bus, or wake up for the 

second class. It’s all a mystery really. Spring arrives early 

in February, with a sense of acceptance or maybe hope 

for a romantic comedy. April kisses you with sincerity and 

May wipes it off by bringing you countless responsibilities. 

Like the middle child from a family of warmth, you uphold 

your duties by guiding the youngsters, under the shelter of 

your upperclassmen. Fortune is always in your favour, trips 

are scheduled and plans are made. Sometime in the near 

future,you might even travel far away with the money you’re 

collecting. And you think that maybe, this is the right time to 

live, or the best time to stay under stress.

 Then in the blink of an eye, you’ll no longer be 

in college. The same summer will arrive, but it will no 

longer carry the serene heat, the scent of spicy sinju or 

the perfume of your college love. April will caress you, but 

~ Yongkhongkhumla Chang ~
B.Sc Geography, 2nd Sem.
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Every class has that particular circle of friends with the most odd combinations of personalities right? Well, Ginkgo 
biloba is one example from the botany batch of 2020! An odd combination of extroverts and introverts who had one 
thing in common, “I want to give up B.Sc” and now, we are graduatingggggg.

 It all began through a practical session, pretty sure we annoyed our other mates with our non-stop chattering 
and laughter. Although, that practical will forever be etched onto our memories!

Ginkgobiloba
LIVING FOSSIL OF BOTANY
6TH SEMESTER (2020-23)

~ Contributed by Ginkgobiloba Members

MOVING ON, LET’S MEET THE MEMBERS...

Another case of “that one friend every friend group has”. She’s the tallest member in the group, stays the farthest 
yet has a lot of energy (comes to class all the way from IG every day, mamuli naideh) she comes too late for the 
first class but too early for the second period(well that’s what sir Toso said). The self-conscious queen, not a day 
goes by without her asking if her hair is in place, if her lip colour is fading, if we notice her pimples etc. You’d 
(we do) applaud her for her dedication to carry all the creams, sanitizers, tissues to keep you clean. Never ever 
underestimate her “5-min preparation” and “last minute preparation”. She walks with confidence and is always 
a surprise box! For her “Pika chai is bae”to my Konyak brothers, this is your chance to kindly line up. She’sthat 
friend that helps you finish all the leftovers. She’s also a very very hardworking and talented artist-!

PS> If you’re in need of a Japanese translator, find her><

You either know her by Ale or Liekhrou. She’s the social butterfly of the group. Every friend group has that “IT” 
friend, the one who everyone knows and who knows everyone? She’s that friend, she talks with a lot of Homo 
sapiens vvthat you will even start questioning your existence. Her observation skills will astound you and her 
mimicry TOP NOTCH! You’ll never have a dull day having a chat with her and witnessing her mimicry. Too honest 
with her opinions, knows a lot about what’s going on and brings the tea from all corners. Be warned of her gallery, 
she’s that friend that has the ugliest photos and the cringiest videos of her friends and classmates.

 PS> If you’re in need of some extroverted-ness, she’s the “go-to “for it!

Ale

Jisen 
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Here’s the Chill pill and showstopper of the group. You either know her by Vizo or if not Ketoulhoukhono. She’s the 
one person who can win the “most nonchalant” award. Walks, breathes, writes, submits calmly and with so much 
chill you’d think she had the powers to control time! Also, the most aesthetically eye pleasing dresser and personal 
human sized Pinterest board! She has her showstopper moment every time she walks into the classroom early 
(and late). The one friend that zones out 24×7 even when you’re talking to her, always be prepared to show your 
reactions twice, that includes excitement, sadness, shock, frustration. Sometimes you also have to keep a backup 
“laughter” in case the first one doesn’t reach her.

PS> If you’re in need of a good shopper, she’s THE ONE!

To know more about us, you can check out the group from instagram @ginkgo_biloba. You can also contact or share reviews 
of this article, we’d be happy to read them. Until then bye,Long Live Ginkgo biloba.

 You know how every friend group(yet again) has that one friend who only views messages in the group chat or 
doesn’t remember to read the group chats? She’s The One! Probably the only one who talks the least and barely 
even talks, although, you can trust in her to scream, squeal, giggle when you talk about Anime, manga, manhwas, 
CATS and a pinch of k-pop topics. Again know that one friend in the group who is super picky with food? She’s the 
one, good luck to her future husband hehe. She hates chillies, mind you! Alu fried with just a pinch of salt and a 
little bit of turmeric powder is her favourite.

PS> Most inactive in group chat activities but you can always rely on her for accompaniment.

Ever had a situation where you had to go search for meanings from Google while texting with someone who 
uses highly advanced modernized words? She’s that friend, we learnt a lot from her but at the same time feels 
so dumb. The “I promise I’m friendly, I just look rude” friend. Changes personality according to the people she’s 
comfortable with. Don’t fall victim to her sarcasm or humour. A multi Stan involved in all circles of Web Novel, 
novel, manhwas, manga, anime, kpop, kdrama, cdrama. Thriller, gore, action genres excites her (She loves it even 
more when there’s a lot of blood scenes). Apart from all the scary sides of her, she’s what we call a sweet person. 
Once you get to know her,you’ll regret not knowing her sooner. She and Noune are the sincere ones in the group. 
She will tell you she did not study but still nails the tests and exams.The queen of spice!!! How to kidnap someone 
like Ruovi? Lure her with a bag of Naga King Chillies and the job is done.

PS>If you’re in need of movie/drama/novel ratings, come to her.

So, we’ve met the members, learnt a teeny weeny bit about their personalities. Mind you, there’s more underneath 
the covers we’ve just shared haha. This friendship pretty much started because of seating arrangement (we occupy 
the first bench in style) and progressed more because of the practical. But, Question remains, are we grateful? Of 
course we are! The anecdotes we experienced and laughed at like maniacs, the break time tea party, the other 
practicals....  They say, “Opposites attract”, and maybe that’s true because Ginkgo biloba pretty much had the 
combination of odd and opposite personalities. Basically every incident that followed after the formation of Ginkgo 
biloba will always be treasured as some of the best memories in college life. 

Vizo

NOUNE

Ruovi
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Around this bend I have turned a hundred times,
Here begins where the cherries bid me goodbye.

On this hill I buried reflections of youth,
Cursed the sun – eclipser of darker visions,

I fostered envy for impossible things
And glimpsed through rose-coloured lens, the gleam of life.

I fought a mind that troubled me endlessly.
Jocund memories are seared in my mind’s eye.
Holy scars that embrace the ghosts of my past, 

And dance circles around the tomb of my pride.
I longed to escape the monotony, and

Ran towards the music that lulled my soul.

How vain to believe a city’s dreary din 
was Apollo’s symphony? How it pains me!

What good to be spent and lost in weary lands?
Why have I sought a separation from her

Who knows me best and loves me most fervently?
Who but God to leave the ninety-nine for me?

To this forest I now return, the same glen
Greets me – a promise of unchanging fondness.
Raconteurs echo in these woods, smoke rises,

A rooster crows, the church bells ring, dawn so near.
Sweetened coffee, traffic lights, broken pavements,

I do not know a better abode than here.

The years sped away but Kohima remained 
Entwined in branches of faith and fantasy.

I have strolled down long winding paths in this town,
Gathering parts of myself along the way.

I am amalgamation of all of 
Kohima – what life she has breathed into me!

~ Dozhono Rhakho, 4th Semester English Department

AND SO MY
ODYSSEY,

AND THAT OF
THE NAGA,

CONTINUES FROM THE
INDECIPHERABLE

PRESENT INTO THE
UNKNOWN FUTURE.

BUT AT LEAST IT WILL BE
PLAYED OUT FOR ME ON

MY NAGA SOIL AND
AMIDST MY

HEALING GARDEN.
~ Visier Meyasetsü Sanyü,

‘A Naga Odyssey’

“
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Like sand on an hourglass, six semesters slipped by fast
Friendships built, friendships forgotten, memories piled 

Strangers revered blossoming friendship with a tinge of competition!

First day of college, we were all strangers,
Strangers who in the end, came out of our shells, 

We formed a bond we’d never have predicted!
Coursing through the corridors and hallways of the college,

In search of our respective departments and classes.
Aspirants, dreamers and acheivers, all collected in one classroom,

Some bright like the sun, some dim like the night, some like the moon.
To each their interests, they say, true to these words,

We all bonded over common interests.

Some classes fun, some horrific, especially classes unprepared for
Some students ever so curious we’d instead learn from their questions.

Practicals were both exciting and sometimes dreary
For procrastinators, practical records were Herculean tasks!

Came tests and exams, we soared high on stress, anxiety, competition,
Above all, melatonin soared the highest!

Indeed a miracle some of us passed with mediocre preparation!

As time continues to flow by,
Each passing day proves to be a collection;

A collection of events to reminisce as college memories,
Countless nights of preparation for our dreams to soar,

Tears we shed for our dreams, the price we pay with our health,
Both joyous and sorrowful reminders, 

As we graduate, with heavy and light hearts,
College memories will always blossom nostalgia in us and me.

The blissful college days finally come to an end!

An Ode to College

~ Rouvi Leizietsu, B.Sc 6th Sem.
memories
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LOVE
PEACE
&

     ~ Praney Prem (BSc 4th Semester)

His sweating in summer, Her meadow of spring
A tale of love none has ever seen….

He’ll love her until the leaves stay green,
A legend of a servant loved by a Queen….
Rugged was He a little, She like a dove….

Her name gave him peace, He gave her love.
His thoughts sole for her, Hers were for love,
Her name means peace, mine means love…

I’s turned to Us, Me turned to We,
They fell harder than the winter wind 
Could such love had ever been possible? 
A bond like theirs was everyone’s plea….

All was well, but there reached a time,
She had to say what lurked on her mind….

Her heart proved her wrong, so she heeded her mind,
In peace, she leaves everything behind….

She was strong indeed to take her call
So brave she never looked back at all,

It seems she knew that we’re about to fall,
She wanted to jump & run, He only knew how to 

crawl…

But after all these years, her smile still gets him
He’ll love her till dust beneath blankets him,

The bricks broke the bones, her absence his heart,
There was no way He could do it from the start…..

Now he’s silent of what he always speaks of
People try to love him but it often leaks off
She has learned to leave all that was vain,
But boy! Would He die to meet her again!

So now, This story of their lives they’d never forget,
She’ll remember it in vain, He’ll reckon his regrets….
And now the world knows so does the angels above,

Her name meant peace, Mine meant Love…..



The train of LIFE still travels
and be unknownst to us,
What the string of destiny have in stored for us.
We always set out to a new day,
a new page and a new station.

Unplanned are the friendships we create 
along our journey.
Unforeseen are the events of life.
Maybe its fate or just a coincidence we never know.
We wrote a page with the ink of memories,
And flip to another blank page of our life.
A chapter of our life closed, yet not forgotten 
And a couple more chapters unknown to us awaits.

UNPLANNED

~ Awa

MY COMF0RT
ZONE

 Is it true that you’d pull me down?
 Is it true that you’d kill my future?
 Is it true that you’re my enemy?

 Is it true that you slaughter ambitions?

 Do we deserved to be separated?
 Do we have to hate each other?

 Do we need to say goodbye?
 Do we mean nothing to one another?

 You made visualize my future. 
 You pulled me down to wake me up
 You are my best enemy, My Dear.

 You closed one and opened the other

 Leaving you for I had to find you
 Hating you for I had to leave you,
 A goodbye until we meet again.

I had to mean nothing to you to have all of you

~ Mankholen Chongloi
BSc 4th Sem. Chemistry
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THE UNSPOKEN EXPERIENCE OF COLLEGE LIFE/
THE REALIZATION THAT EVERYONE HAS A STORY. 

College is a period for inquiry, personal development, 
and self-discovery. We all have our own stories to tell 
as students who come from different backgrounds and 
life experiences. It is simple to become preoccupied 
with our own lives and forget that everyone around 
us is experiencing their own particular journey. This is 
when the idea of “sonder” comes into play. Sonder can 
serve as a reminder of the interconnectivity of people 
in a world that frequently values 
individualism and self-interest. 
It can make us feel compassion, 
friendliness, and understanding for 
those we might otherwise ignore or 
pass off as incidental people in our 
lives. 

I was enthralled by the anticipation 
of beginning a new chapter in my 
life during my first year in college. 
I was preoccupied with meeting 
new people, visiting the campus, 
and taking part in different activities. I didn’t realize 
that everyone has a story to tell until I stood back 
and looked at the people around me. Each person I 
encountered was leading a distinct life, complete 
with particular experiences, challenges, and victories. 
Everybody around me had a life that was equally 
significant and intricate as mine. Walking through 
the college’s hallways, I can still clearly recall feeling 
like a tiny fish in a very large pond. I noticed students 
racing to class, chatting with pals, and working alone 
everywhere I turned. It was simple to think that I was 
the only person going through what I was, but then I 
thought about sonder. 

I am struck by the realization that each person I 
encounter is living a different, unique story as I move 
through my college’s busy hallways. Each one is the 

SONDER
~ C Mankhat Konyak, 6th Sem. English Dept.

protagonist of their own story, carrying their own 
hopes, anxieties, and burdens. This idea of sonder, the 
comprehension that each person has a complex and 
significant existence, has become a major theme of my 
college experience. 

As I gazed out of the classroom window, I couldn’t 
help but feel a sense of wonder and awe as I watched 
the students rushing to class, each carrying their own 
unique burden, dream, or story. The rush hour before 
class is always an interesting time to observe. Some 
students are running to make it to their lectures on 
time, while others stroll leisurely, taking in the morning 
air. Perhaps the girl walking quickly to class is nervous 
about an upcoming exam or excited about a date later 
that night. A lone student walked by, headphones on and 
lost in thought. As I watched these students go about 
their daily routine, I couldn’t help but wonder about 
their lives beyond the campus. What were their dreams 

and aspirations? What were their 
struggles and fears? What had led 
them to this moment, rushing to 
class on a beautiful morning? 

Thoughts and issues can easily 
draw us inside, but the concept 
of sonder serves as a reminder 
that we are not alone in the world. 
Everyone in our environment is 
engaged in their own struggles, 
difficulties, and joys and sorrows. 
As I progressed through college, I 

made an effort to learn more about the people around 
me, listened to their stories, and tried to understand 
their perspectives. I found that the more I learned about 
others, the more I learned about myself. It made me 
realize that I was not the center of the universe, but just 
one small part of a larger, interconnected community.

In conclusion, sonder has been one of the most valuable 
lessons I have learned during my time in college. It 
has made me more empathetic, compassionate, and 
understanding towards the people around me. It has 
also made me appreciate the beauty and complexity 
of the human experience. So, the next time you’re 
walking through your college campus, take a moment 
to appreciate the people around you. They are all 
protagonists in their own story, carrying their own 
dreams and burdens, just like you.
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~ SP Ezekiel 4th Sem. Chemistry

~ Sanglila Bsc 6th Sem. Botany

~ Yepuka Yeptho 2nd Sem. Geography

~ Loreno Humtsoe 2nd Sem. Chemistry~ Rokono 4th  Sem. Geography

~ Mech 2nd Sem. Chemistry

~ Mech Harsh 6th Sem. Computer Science
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Department of ANTHROPOLOGY

Department of BOTANY

Department of CHEMISTRY
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Department of COMPUTER SCIENCE

Department of ENGLISH

Department of GEOGRAPHY
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Department of GEOLOGY

Department of MATHEMATICS

Department of PHYSICS
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Department of TENYIDIE

Department of ZOOLOGY

Department of STATISTICS
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BSc 2nd Semester COMPUTER SCIENCE

BSc 2nd Semester CHEMISTRY

BSc 2nd Semester PHYSICS
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BSc 2nd Semester ANTHROPOLOGY

BSc 2nd Semester MATHEMATICS
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BSc 2nd Semester ZOOLOGY

BSc 2nd Semester BOTANY

BA/BSc 2nd Semester GEOGRAPHY
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BSc 2nd Semester GEOLOGY

BSc 2nd Semester STATISTICS

BA 2nd Semester TENYIDIE
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     Pursenla I Longkumer
“If tomorrow isn’t the due date….

~ Liekhro-u Tsuzuh ~
If  there is anything I regret missing out

as a KSCJian, it’s the FREE TAXI SERVICE
that came by last year!

#Ginkgo biloba

~ Jisen Kath ~
Procrastinating and waiting for

the deadline to send this.
     #Gingo biloba

~ Ruovimenuo Liezietsu ~
Looks like I’m graduating after all those
episodes of “I don’t want to continue BSc

”#Ginkgo biloba

~ Noune ~
“Relax, the future is already unfolding 

from long-planted seeds”
#Gingo biloba

~ Neingusanuo Kire ~
Grafted my full bloom rose to death. 
Preached honesty like a gospel. Broke 

down a whole window frame trying to 
clean it. KSCJ gave me an opportunity to 

meet PM Modi and speak on NDTV!
She runs crazy around the campus in the 

evening. “honey save a seat for me on 
the first bench” That first bench screams 

Sanuo! Remember me okay KSCJ?

~ Thungcholo B Tsopoe ~
Physically and officially botanist but 
mentally and emotionally in between 
mathematics folk.  Had a really hard 

time learning both the subjects. Trust me.

~ Roslyn Jangvei ~
College can be stressful, easy to get into 
a cycle where you can lack motivation, 

confidence, and drive but just remember 
that you will never have more energy 

or enthusiasm, hair, or brain cells than 
you have today. Live upto the fullest and 

make yourself proud!!

~ Alem Delem ~
Life is all about challenges. Trust me,

it’s never gonna  be easy!!! All you gotta 
do is learn to smile and take a break 
until your mind tells you “Nothing Is 

Impossible & You’re Good To Go.”
 -Jai Hind!

~ Eta C ~
The notion about art or any form of

illustration that fits the idea of it can
be labelled as some sort of epitome that

conjugates a sense of freeness with
creativity and the endless imagination

one can develop that knows
no ties to boundaries.

~ Lengam Konyak ~
Purchased B.Sc Botany with free

B.Sc NCC coupon. My College Ride was as
paradoxical as the Fermi Paradox. P.S.  
Don’t get duped by this noksa, I can’t fly 

the aircraft and my Co-Pilot
is in the frame   :D

~ Moabenla Longkumer ~
……today isn’t the do date.”

~ Ketoulhoukhono Kielienyu ~
Depleted my college life deceiving myself 

to attend the morning classes…
#Ginkgo biloba

~ Lidangla T Sangtam ~
“It is good to have a journey towards

the end, but it is the journey that
matters towards the end.”
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~ Latong Noklang ~
….and in between freshers’ and farewell,

 life happened and it just goes on…
So make the best of it.

~ Ngapkai L Tahkaishu ~
“Remember the Lesson not the

Disappointment”

~ Sosinsha Jemu ~
What you are is God’s gift to you. 

What you become is your gift to God.

~ Retsu N ~
 Long story short, I survived.

~ Temjennaro Imsong ~
“What’s the difference between

lunch and dinner in hostel?
Nothing. Both taste terrible.”

~ Longrizung Imchen ~
“Longrizung = long-reason, yep! You can 

call me either ways”

~ Khrieketounuo Belho ~
“You Can Do This”

~ Merenshashi Imchen ~
“Fortune favours the bold”

-Cayo Plinio Segundo

~ Thejavizo Metha ~
Kohima Science College NCC ki Jai! Jai! 

Jai! Tum kuch bhi bhul sakte ho
lekin NCC ka Ragda nahi.

Jaihind

~ Bohny ~
“Life comes from the Earth and

life returns to the Earth”

~ H Viputo Yeptho ~
There is so much to be grateful for…
Thank You God. Thank you Kohima
Science College. Omnia Vincit Labor!

~ NeliAdakho ~
You are laughing because I’m laughing, 

but I’m laughing because I farted.

~ Monglir Tzudir ~
“Life is short, live it well. One life,

one story to tell. Every breath
you take is a miracle.”  

 “ADIEU”
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~ Chongkoi L Khiamniungan ~
“Life in KSCJ? Wow.... Full of surprises.”

~ Yaongkundang C ~
“ Just one word to describe my College life 

#Drama”iykyk.

~ Mongsenlepla Oungh ~
They: “who got a smile like that?”

Me : My irreplaceable friends!”
~ Thank you lord

~ Ningthuiliu Kamei ~
“ Overthinker but can’t think during the 

exam... lol”

~ Lily Monyu Konyak ~
“If tomorrow isn’t the due date,

today isn’t the do date”
#TBPIK

~ Ghunavi V. Awomi ~
“ IT always seems impossible

until it’s done.”

~ P.N Sepe Konyak ~
“ Stargazing”

~ Wenyiteu Mekru ~
“I don’t love pink, pink loves me”

~ Benjungmungla Chang ~
“Entered College with the attitude of 

‘DhoomMachale’.... but ended up with 
‘Give me some sunshine’

~ Münüsülü Vero ~
“Hokshi, Messi chuwahaseyo?”

~ Thokpoa Khiamniungan ~
“Toast to all the things we have become 

and all the things we did not”

~ Khosüvine Rhozhemai ~
“You are what you are, a natural hue.”

~ KelengunoKuotsu ~
“The only ‘Dates’ I had in college were 

‘submission Dates’”

~ Liche-ü Khutso ~
“Mr Jimmy told Speed to spend more

money…’ gather yourself to get the plot”

~ Imlijungla Tzudir ~
‘’Everyday I come to college, I see new 

faces which intrigues me more wondering 
who’ll be the next new face’’

~ Yatetla I Longchar ~
“If you only shine light on your flaws,

all your perfects will dim.”
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~ Lovibo Zhimomi ~
Epilogue

And suddenly moments became memories.

~ Sedevituo Rio ~
“Take your time, go at your pace,

breathe, relax, you’ll get there some day! 
Just like the due assignments.’’

~ Aloni Zhimomi ~
‘’Long story short, I survived.’

~ Khriezenuo Metha ~
“... because this our first and only life... “

~ Takarenla ~
“If you spend most of your time in your 

head, make it a safe space to be in.”

~ Chumbeno Ezung ~
‘’Just lots of coffee, deadlines and

amazing friends. That sums
up my college life.’’

~ Liyani .J. Ezung ~
“Eyes full of stories;

Heart full of memories”

~ Keyinsamlungbe ~
“Life is Like a Cup of Tea,

It’s all in how You make it.”

~ Hulosha Kemp ~
“I filtered my college life just

like this picture”

~ Toang ~
“uninspirational quote”

~ Eranbemo Kikon ~
“I hate when I go out in public and the 

public is there.’’

~ Thejavinuo Guozi Seyie ~
“This semester went something like....

‘I was in the middle before
I knew that I had begun...’’ 

Yes, I just quoted Mr. Darcy!!!

~ Lothunglo T Lotha ~
“I’m not really funny I’m Just mean and 

people think I’m funny.’’

~ Casi Kiso ~
“ Kimetsu no Yaiba - The movie:
MugenTrain 1:44: 35-1:45:09”

~ Chenosin Kent ~
“Couldn’t have done it without google.’’

A
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~ Kezevilhou Yhome ~
“Hold tightly to what is Good..”

~ TsüvolüDzüdo ~
“I laugh, a lot.”
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~ Limtsula. B. Yiuliu ~
Final year really hits you when “Have a 
great summer” turns into “Have a great 

~ Changdola C ~
 Do you want to be my shikigami☂

~ Sungmo Kundang B~
Couldn’t hit on anyone cuz
I was busy hitting on drums

the entire semester(S)

~ Amo Manteih Walim ~
Be vulnerable, be all you can and love

~ Watlong Yanlemg ~
“LIFE IS HARD”

But so very beautiful at the same time

~ Kejasangla Chang ~
SKZ

~ Patoi W Konyak ~
“If you see me ,you can’t unsee me”

Z
O
O
L
O
G
Y

~ Sosentetla Aier ~
As long as I lead my college basketbal
team to win medals, my attendance 

would be fine.

~ Edna Rai~
“Some days were
a waste of my fit”

~ Limeka Awomi ~
OK, your conversations

are too long,bye.

~ Puloto Chishi ~
Sapnu puas

~ Imnanuken Jamir ~
If you’re reading this, you are

probably more awesome
than you think

~ Lhouvisielie Tetso ~
I take hot showers to

practice burning in Hell

~ ashiakum Ao ~
Why is there so much month

left at the end of money?

~ Sentilong P Imsong ~
The most beautiful thing that

happened in college was probably 
Rock N Roll and meeting

some really good people~~~
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~ Anishe k Achumi ~
This semester made me realize that 

attendance is important!!! lykyk

~ Nourhevinuo Whuorie ~
As a student you just have to accept

the fact that you’re always going
to be tired no matter how many hours

of sleep you get

~ Chichemla C Mongzar ~
Another Hiraeth

~ Neingumenuo Gwirie ~
Kill em with kindness

~ Aboli K Dominica Chishi ~
a little lost
a lot found

~ Rüüngunuo Kire ~
With each new experience of letting
God be in control, we gain courage

and reinforcement for daring to do it 
again and again ~gg

~ Velotsilu Vese ~
My whole life is powered by
 coffee and mitochondria

~ Hachilo V Odyuo ~
Be happy

~ Medonguno Thami ~
Grow at your own pace

~ Thejasekhono Rino ~
Be contended with what you have

although it may be very little.
Even with very little,
one can live honestly.

~ Keneiphreno Nagi ~
Do your best and know that doing your 

best will mean different things on 
different days

~ phrono Kuotsu ~
This due at 11:59 too

~ Neiketounuo Linyü  ~
My memoir will be called
“She tried to be on time”
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~ Takosenla Pongen ~
“College was ‘good’, I was ‘bad’. Afterall 
its called life” ~Messi Pongen Enzaleuh

~ Katiba I. Longkumer ~
“ Final whisper: “Gain!” “

~ Mayank Mishra ~
“Physics maybe my major, but I am still 

trying to figure out the Law of Attraction”

~ Nickyno Paphino ~
“When life gives you poop, flush it away’

~ Sunepjungla ~
“ Cheers to the memories”

~ Baukham Phom ~
“Short? No problem!

Just climb a street lamp!”

~ Myanchumi Humtsoe ~
“What a plot twist you were”

~Enzaleuh

~ Jonglio ~
“You have great potential….
But potential energy refers

to energy at rest”

~ Kelekoulie ~
“Let your life be the perfect

black body of love”

~ Chenosha Chung ~
“A sweet ending to
a new beginning”

~ Taowang ~
“Jotsoma weather reminds me of how 
people can change the next moment”

~ Khriekethonuo Mere ~
“ Forever writing a story in my head”

~ Vishiirhono Khate ~
“ Living in fullness everyday”

~ Zhapu Kesi ~
“ Believe, time changes everything”

~ Mayangmenla ~
“Be cool….. because Jotsoma is cold”

~ Sheela H Konyak ~
“You can’t always get what you want,

but I certainly can”
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~ Kelenguonuo Nagi ~
“CHOOSE HAPPY”

~ Charakungbo ~
“Refreshment Khoi?”

~ Keneivi-I Nagi ~
“It doesn’t get easier, you just get stronger”

~ Tachiiru Pfithu ~
“If your heart was a prison,

I would like to be sentenced for life”
away’

~ Chothavelu Vese ~
“Be dauntless in whatever you do,

like those answers in the exam”
~Enzaleuh

~ Hianimbo Newme ~
“Don’t be somebody,

be more specific”
lamp!”

~ Arenbenla ~
“ Be there or be square” 

~ Enzaleuh

~ Angjei Konyak ~
“No champions league trophy for eight 

years. Where my MSN at? Yo brotha
needs help, Homies!!!

      “You have great potential….But
potential energy refers to energy at rest”

~ Lorenbeni Kikon ~
“Songs explain what I can’t explain”

~ Viroli Sangtam ~
 “My new mixtape is called GPA and its 

about to drop”
     “A sweet ending to a new beginning”

~ Vivou Miasalhou ~
“ Favorite quotation- ‘No comment’ “

~ Thung yani E. Humtsoe ~
“My future’s looking real bright…” If the 
world word Unity was a department, its 

Fizixxx Dept. ~Enzaleuh
something Stupid.” world word Unity 
was a department, its Fizixxx Dept. 

~Enzaleuh
“ Forever writing a story in my head”

~ Glory Kikon ~
“Be patient, God’s timing

is always perfect”

~ Vikash Verma ~
“   ∞-∞=∞, that is love ”

~ Rosy Yanthan ~
“Ending it on a happy note”

~ Tekhe Kapfo ~
‘“Remember, You are not too
old to try something Stupid.” 
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~ Sufiya ~
Focus on the positives & soon
the negatives will disappear. 

~ Chubamaong S Ao ~
“There are some things

you weren’t meant to see,
such as tomorrow “.

~ Imkongkumba Longkumer ~
“Mummy don’t know
daddy’s getting hot

At the body shop, doing
something unholy”

~ Leah Ozukum ~
“One more cup of tea please”

~ Lhiwe-ü T Khape ~
“Hardships often prepare ordinary

people for an extraordinary destiny.” 
- C.S. Lewis

~ Neiwezo Lohe ~
“I HAD A MARVELOUS TIME RUINING 

EVERYTHING.”

~ Tsheku-ü Doulo ~
And someday the stories we will

have to tell about these past
three years will be worth

looking back for :-)

~ Verazolü Dozo ~
Im grateful for the days when all

i need to worry about is
where I’m going to drink tea.

~ Thejavizo Rino ~
The depth of your hardwork

will determine the height of your success. 
Omnia Vincit Labor

~ Nusrat Parveen ~
“And so the adventure begins...”

~ Yithachu Thurr ~
“HIS”grace is sufficient

~ Tshemheteu ~
‘And just like that ...I survived

The Great War’

~ Kelesenuo Mezhü ~
Above all else guard your heart, for 

everything you do flows from it.

~ Sangerbenla Tzudir ~
I never imagined or dared to

believe that something so holy could 
happen for me but......
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~ Zadeno V Jami ~
Wouldn’t be here without my Spica 7, love 

you all to bits (Candlelight forever)

~ Nungshinungla Sor ~
College days slipped away

into a moment in time.

~ William Rai ~
“I’m making a white House

 with a big ol porch wrapped
around the house”

~ Momoi Pojar ~
“......”

~ Ireule Meru ~
 Meow

~ Ayushdeep Gurung ~
For the illume  or whatever

~ Anita Gurung ~
“Amidst Undo and Redo button of my 
college life, God’s Grace have always 

remained constant. “

~ Priya kumari ~
There is beauty in Simplicity!

~ Kekhuzhozo ~
It is a shame for a man to grow old 

without seeing the beauty and strength 
of which his body is capable of

~ Renbeni M Jami ~
If it stinks it’s CHEMISTRY

~ Kevisenuo Solo ~
‘“Education is important but big biceps 

is important-er”

m
a
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~ Thejakhriezo Pienyü ~
3 years - T’was chaotic yet enriching

~ Imtikumla ~
“I want a white house with a
big ol porch wrapped around

the house where we can drink tea
and watch the sunset.”
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~ Vekhruto Thisa ~
Life is all about having a good time

~ Gita Nepali~
“Education is something we have to keep 

pursuing day after day”

~ Keniekhrie-e Nagi ~
“U can’t let the “what ifs” rule your life”

~ Phasenle Kath ~
“Grind in silence” 

~ Citsuto Phesao ~
“struggling is pointless if you’re

not willing to take risk”

~ RikeYimchunger ~
“Manchester is Red”

~ Botanso K Yimchunger ~
“Didn’t expect college life to end so 
soon. We came as strangers now we 

leave as friends. Enjoy your life to the 
fullest... trust me it’ll end before you 

even realise” 

~ Kekhrielhounuo Kuotsu ~
 “La vie en rose”

~ NasenmoungC. ~
 “Life meinsabsebada risk hotahaikhabi 

risk nalena – Barfi”

~ Nourhevito Nagi ~
“Writing practicals during practicals”

~ Sentesangla ~
“If you’re reading this I graduated”

~ VilenuoSemy ~
“Everyday in Science college

is like a fashion show, so have fun
checking ‘em outfits”

~ Akangla Longkumer ~
 “Are you made of fluorine, iodine n neon??

Because you are damn F-I-Ne✨”

~ Rubina Shrestha ~
In the world where you

can be anything, be Kind!

~ Ajungla Jamir ~
“I’m fine [in a squeaky voice]”

~ Pangerkokba Jamir ~
“Stay lowkey,disconnected,

disappear and glow up”
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~ Krishna Adhikari ~
 “*Warning* : Dates on calendar are closer 

than they appear”

~ Akala Mary ~
“Thrive at your own pace”

~ Thejasevor Pfukha ~
KuchKuchhotahaintum nahisamjhoge

#Dontwishforit,workforit

~ Thsanshimong K Yimchunger ~
Hugs and kisses?

Nah Bugs and Fixes!
BTW my cat ate my mouse.

~ Tsalumla Rudythongrü ~
“The possibility of you is better
than the reality of anyone else”

~ Hongken T  ~
too.toxic.stay.away.

~ Niloka Assumi ~
Be the designer of your world

~ Sungam Shrestha ~
“My dream was squashed but,

your dream still lives on.”

~ Matsung Pongen ~
Bing Chilling!

~ Imchaden Imchen ~
I am not Eminem nor Rihanna
“I DON’T love the way you lie”

~ Anu Kumari ~
Education is the ability to listen to 

almost anything without losing your 
temper or your self-confidence.

…RobertFrost
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~ Mhademo Y Yanthan ~
Dilute your Sorrows, evaporate your 

worries, filter your mistakes, boil your 
ego and you will get the crystals of 

“HAPPINESS” because when Chemistry 
is gone the History don’t matter. To 
sum up with “Mitochondria is the 

Power House of the Cell”

~ Salukumla ~
‘’College time is when you study and 

simultaneously enjoy to the core , 
because after passing out, you know 

you’ll have a hectic life’’
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~ Harsh Kumar Gupta ~
Humans are monkeys with the
ability to understand numbers!

~ Jetsoi ~
“I have nothing to say”

~ Wangshirenla Longkumer ~
i RESPECTFULLY don’t care

~ B Changsang ~
“ Call me Bruce Lee ”

~ Seyievinuo Soliezuo ~
“Computer Science for 3 years,

GLASSES from -1 to -2”

~ Apay P Konyak ~
Aspire to Inspire before we Expire.

~ Neitseinuo Kelio ~
“To the stars who listen- and

the dreams that are answered.”
- Rhysand, ACOTAR series

~ Muhenisaprii ~
“Enjoy your stupid life”

~ Nengngainem ~
“ You have to fight through

some bad days to earn
the best days of your life ”

~ Zubemo Tungoe ~
Yes,I watch Formula 1 to

watch my team lose every other week.
Life’s awesome,bro!

~ Suraj Rai ~
“If you’ve got time to fantasize

about a beautiful death,why not live 
beautifully until the end?”

~ M Phakmei ~
Working this hard for 80% attendance.

~ Leisela Thungru ~
“When they see you at your worst,

but still think you’re the best.
These are your people.”

~ Lorenbeni C Ennio ~
“If you’re afraid of being lonely,

don’t try to be right”
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~ Tombo G Chophy ~
“I can be naked too but not for this”

~ Thungchanbemo Kikon ~
Do they love you or the mask

you put on everyday?
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~ Ngangshimongba ~
“I don’t break hearts,
I break glasses -Iykyk”

~ Rüfüto Kezo ~
“When something is important

enough,you do it even if the
odds are not in your favour”

~ MhalezoNakhro ~
I have jokes on Weed,
but it makes you high.

~ Bendangienla Longshir ~
Life happens. Baking helps.

~ Y Hongwing K ~
I KNOW IT’S BLUR!!

Focus on urlife,the way you
are trying to focus on this picture…

NINO,ITO….hit the Jim!

~ Yimtisangba C ~
Born by love,

Saved by grace,
Alive with Hope,

So gotta keep going on,Innit!

~ Arokotong Aier ~
Dwell on the beauty of life.

Watch the stars and see yourself
running along with them.

~ Puche H ~
PURPOSE>POSITION
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y~ Sentinaro Imchen ~

“Take the risk Don’t let the unknown
stop you from Progressing”

~ Nyunbwenle Magh  ~
“Reality called, so i hung up”

~ Vizokhol Savi ~
“It gets to me alot some day, how all this 
may fade away oneday, it may change 
in a heartbeat, it aches but we make 

memories, that is all left behind and we 
move on.”

~ Aki Kiho ~
“So I can write anything here
and it’ll be in the yearbook?”

~ Sinyele Kent ~
“Handle every stressful situation

like a dog. If you can’t eat it or play with 
it, Just pee on it and walk away.”

~ Jesnan Kelim Mushang ~
“MY FRIEND SHUT UP”
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~ Thejano Luho ~
“WAKU WAKU” 

~ Joanna Y Kithan ~
“Keep going, everything will come

to you at the perfect time”

~ Yarenbenla ~
“3 years in Jotsoma and didn’t

visit PULIE BADZE!”

~ Akumsenla Pongen ~
“Embrace the uncertainty~”

~ Thejonu ~
“I’m a lot nicer than my

“walking to class” face. I promise”

~ Talichu J Pfithu ~
“Faceless”

~ Lituna Chishi ~
“Trying to get a seat on the bus daily

was one of the struggles, that
taught me that life is about
the survival of the fittest”

~ Rachetlemla Amlari ~
“Just a tortoise on the quest

for another race”

~ Konthunglo ~
“Ludo King is the reason I stay

awake in all my classes...”
#ludoking

~ Wanglem M.Konyak ~
“ Don’t try to make everyone happy,

you are not a TEQUILA”
#The best people I Know

~ Choyino Lohe ~
“Saying ohhhhhhh when you

still don’t understand >>>>>”

~ Kumshila Yimchunger ~
“I’m sandwiched between antique

and twenty-first century!”

~ Hukholu Puro ~
“I’M... DYING? I’M DYING.

WHAT IS DYING?
THINKING ABOUT IT IS ANNOYING.

LIVING ON... IS ALSO... ANNOYING...”

~ Chutalu Movi ~
“ BUT I CAN FORGET WHAT I’M DOING 

WHILE I’M DOING IT”

~ Kevisevono Kuotsu ~
“Geologists have a saying - Rocks
Remember ! At the very least, may

the rocks in Kohima Sc College
remember us <<”

G
e
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~ Shoniu Shiu ~
“Never be afraid to trust the

unknown future to a known God”
- Corrie Ten Boom
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~ Vikusato Natso ~
“ Life is not about waiting for the
storm to pass, it’s about learning

to dance in the rain.”

~ Pangaolou Vemai ~
“Graduation isn’t the end.”

~ Suneplong Walling ~
“They told me to study rocks because

my name was ALONG…”
Reference: ask your Ao friends

~ Felix Visatuolu Rome ~
“I’m your lover boy”

~ Lothungbeni A Murry ~
“Oh la merde!!!”

~ Pelo Wetsa ~
“Life is a rainbow, I’m colorblind”

~ Pinoto.S.Zhimomi ~
“31/01/23 was the first time in college
that I reached class befor the lecturer”

~ Mhaphrovituo Rhatsu ~
“Don’t long for good old days, when

you got you for the better tomorrow.”
#the best people i know

~ Keneithono Rhutso ~
“Motivation is what gets you started”

~ Chungkikundang ~
“I Don’t know which one is tougher…
Geology or getting a seat on the bus.”

~ Neiketsunno Khezhic ~
‘.’

~ Noune Naprantsu ~
“Level the **** Up”
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~ P Shingwang Konyak ~
“ Learn to accept the challenges, learn 
from the mistake, just don’t give up”.

~ Munuho Lohe ~
“Be patient with yourself, Nothing

in nature blooms all year.”

~ Chingjun  ~
“Say kayling and move on” 

#the best people i know

~ Viketoulhou Nagi ~
“Don’t let the muggles get you down”

~ Evedulü ~
“Bros class ahiwona ?

Ofcourse- Phezhu na canteen?”
#The best people I know.

~ Vilavinuo Yiese ~
“You are the only person that’s going to 

be there for you,who is going to be for you 
when you are for who. But where is the 

otherwise if you’re going to be other who? 
So who are you ?

~ Nevesalü Nakro ~
“ Make happiness a priority and

be gentle with yourself in the process.”

~ Longshibemo O Erui ~
“Don’t dream your goal in your sleep,

but achieve your goals by
sacrificing your sleep.”

~ Ethel Kent ~
“Everyday I say to myself, today
will be full of health and energy.

Live it to the fullest”

~ Melongchet Jamir ~
“ Who say nothing is impossible.

I’ve been doing nothing for years.”

~ Thonenkez ~
“Corona showed up as the meridian
splitting our bachelor years into two 

halves yet the other half was an
ebullience being environed by elites.”

My sun has set
It’s time for you to race

My time has end
It’s time for you to gain 

No more here is my tomorrow
But you have still to grow

No more my mouth will speak
But my eyes continue to seek

I had lots of memories
You have many more stories

We give the responsibilities to you
Continue to do something new
Remember me when I’m gone 

I’ll always remember what we have done
Good bye.

Poem
DEAR“

“

Juniors

P Shingwang Konyak
6thSem Geography
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~ Shoangam A Konyak ~
“ I am in yellow “

~ Ashonthung kikon ~
“I Thought my nickname Ash

sounded cool till she really left me as
ash as in firewood leftovers “

~ Waloi C Konyak ~
“Adulting is soap and I am a fork”

~ Limatenzuk Anichar  ~
“Master has presented Dobby
with a degree! Dobby is free!”

~ Alokali K Achumi ~
“Towards the end wishing we

could restart from the beginning”

~ Temjenkokba Walling ~
“….standing here with you no way I 

could deny.  That God who walked on 
waves sent you to change my life”

~ Livitoli H Chishi ~
“So I can write anything here

and it will be in the year book ? ” 

~ Dolensangla Chang ~
“ I did a statistical analysis and
found no correlation between
my efforts and my rewards “

~ Khampei T Konyak ~
“Don’t do anything today which you 
won’t be able to use tomorrow, do 
something today which you can be 

able to use tomorrow “

~ Nenolu ~
“ why is it that when the story ends we 

begin to feel all of it “

~ Chemie Shiu ~
“ One day Or day one you decide “

~ Gwathonlo ~
“Let your smile change the world,but 

don’t let the world change your smile “

~ Chanchibeni Humtsoe ~
Hyy sir (Pallab)!

You must be P>.05
Because I fail to reject you

(your bivi shouldn’t
see this btw.hahaha.”
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~ Kekhrievinuo Yashü ~
“Approximately normal”
#The best people I know

~ Shahphong T Konyak ~
“Black Lives Matter “

~ Nekhu Shekhrena  ~
“ Leave a trail that you

will be proud of “
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~ Rokozobei Nisa ~
“Stress less and enjoy the best “

 #The best people I know

~ Konlih Anglelum  ~
Life is fragile handle it with … prayer ‘ “ 

pray without ceasing 
~1 Thessalonians 5:7”

~ Chungkitola Chang ~
“And in between fresher’s and

farewell life happened”

~ Heurangdailie Guing ~
“Strive for the best not to prove

anyone wrong , But because you
deserve the finest “

~ Chenibemo L Tungoe ~
“ It’s all gonna be fine “

~ Keviletounuo ~
“Don’t watch the clock do what it does”

~ Dawa Lama ~
“Look at us graduating , hahaha “

# The best people I know

~ Binay Thakur ~
“If you believe something needs to exist,

if it’s something you want to use
yourself, don’t let anyone ever stop

you from doing it “

~ Konlam Konyak ~
“LIFE IS SIMPLE …………

BUT YOU ARE THE ONE
MAKING IT COMPLICATED 
    THEREFORE YOU HAVE

COMPLICATED IDEAS
TO  MAKE IT SIMPLE 

~ Zhaleno Keyho ~
“ Do refer and meditate on my

favourite verse MATHEW 11:28…….
Ohh btw Don’t want to end

your college life ?
Back paper’s got your back hehe. “

~ C Pangkon ~
“I can make presentable by black and 
white filter “,my blurry Redmi camera 

. (This is unconditionally me in
parallel universe .So beware my

friend .Beware!!!)

~ Imlimenla S Tzudir ~
“And “cut!”

No retake that’s A wrap!”
And that’s how my

3 academic years of life 
Ended and was………

Directed by ROBERT B> WEIDE

~ Esther Sunam ~
“ Few people know how to

take a walk . The qualifications are 
endurance ,plain clothes ,old shoes 

,an eye for nature ,good humour ,vast 
curiosity ,good speech ,good silence 

,and nothing too much “
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~ S. Roli ~
What color is your Bugatti?

~ Anino Whiso ~
“Life is lot more fragile than we think.

so you should treat others in a way
that leaves no regrets. fairly, and if

possible, sincerely.” -Haruki Murakami

~ C Houm ~
“The happiness in your life depends

on the quality of your thought”

~ Mutsikholu  ~
How you ever felt a connection with ?.. 
Not in lust or in their image but in the 
richness of their souls and in the vibes

~ Ilo Zhimo ~
“Look kids I told you, mom

was hot in college”

~ Lunshila Quin ~
“Nothing lasts forever but at

least we got these

~ Mhasilievinuo Solo ~
“It’s ok to look at the past and the future,

just don’t stare”

~ Abuina ~
“This was nothing like
highschool musical”

~ Mankhat ~
“If you can think and speak and
write you are absolutely deadly.”

~ Menmen ~
Taylor Swift said “You’re on your own, 

kid” and she’s so real for this. 
- Jordan Peterson

~ Nyamnyei ~
“HOPE ends when you stop BELIEVEING”

~ Neivise-e Peseyie ~
“Take care of what you love.”

~ Moazungla ~
見ぬが花 (reality is never as good as 

your imagination)
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~ Khrusakholu Swiho ~
“Remember I just moved

from graduated to unemployed”

~ Yongang B Konyak ~
“I suppose happiness doesn’t have to

be in the glamourous or the brightest.
Maybe happiness is when you look, into

the dept and the darkness within you
they give off. and being content with it..”

~ Yang Yuba Aier ~
“Ending in fiction might always be 

the same, however in reality neither 
you nor I are the readers. We are the 
writers building our stories towards 

the perfect end from the present.”
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~ Zacuvolu Theluo ~
“I’d be able to reach class
on time If 8:99 existed.”

~ A. Komuni ~
“Keep shining, the world

needs your light.”

~ Neikhrienuo Nienu ~
“Mitochondria is the

powerhouse of the cell.”

~ Sekulu Tunyi ~
“I have no idea why am I here
but Hey! look closely, I think
I’m glowing from the inside.”

~ Linoli Katty ~
“Sometimes the only thing you have to 

doubt is your own common sense.”

~ Grace Yanthan ~
“You will face many defeats in life,
but never let yourself be defeated.”

~ Watlong LL Wanghu ~
“Everyone seems to have a clear idea
of how other people should lead their
life, but none about his or her own.”

~ Weching ~
“Rum pum and chana made
my life hot, spicy, and sexy.”

~ Tannyu P Konyak ~
“Life gets even beautiful when you
accept your flaws and appreciate

little things around you.”

~ Faith Mozhui ~
“watching my hopes and

dreams fly out the window taking
my will to live long with them.”

~ Lhiwelo ~
“Still thinking…..wait.”

~ Thechano C. Ennio ~
“It always seems impossible

until its done.”

~ Rokoseino Catherine Meru ~
Senior year really hits u when….
“have a great summer” turns into

“have a great future /life.”

E
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~ Kezhaleno Semo ~
“Stressed but blessed.”

~ Viphertuono Gwirie ~
“If you’re gonna be late you might

as well go grab some breakfast
and make it worth it.”

~ Kheno Kere ~
“Education is the passport of the
future,for tomorrow belongs to
those who prepare for it today.”
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~ Seyiekhrienuo ~
“Ja Simran ja…jee le apni zindagi!”

~ Limrila T Samgtam ~
“You are the greatest project

you will ever work on.”

~ Mezuihouneinuo ~
“The college made me submit my
“The college made me submit my

quotes when I don’t even know if I’m
going to graduate or not.”

~ Nilotoli Sheqi  ~
“Didn’t study for any internals

Guess how I make it”

~ Cicilia Ezung ~
“Such a plot twist I was filled

with unfinished thoughts.”

~ Lilo P Chishi  ~
“Gladly took my first step

towards ‘Unployed’life 
#fighting_ in_ Korean _style”

~ Keviphrono Suokhrie  ~
“We keep waiting for

someday to live life; we keep
dreaming for fireworks to cue,

but seldom going to
graduate or not.”

do we realise life is in all
the little thigs, and they

are happening right here,
right now Let’s live for the little

things, they are reason to be alive.”

~ Vineiko Nagi ~
“Ladies and Gentlemen,
here’s to the end of my

KSCJ journey,
until next time!

A big shout out to my bestfriends-
SeyieSimran Dongsaeng, LunRin and

AphronoSunbae,KEZIE
will miss you guys BEACHES!

 And Medo, Happy
staying my little BOTANIST!”
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~ Mariini Pfote ~
Quote : Write to me when you can

write like Solomon in Songs of Songs.

~ Kekhriengunuo Rio ~
Quote : You my dear, never kneel before 

those who still live under the cave.

~ Diethoseno Nagi ~
Quote : Each day is a chance to be better.

~ Gwen Khosangunuo Solo ~
Quote :   When in doubt ,

 go to the library. -Ron Weasley 

~  Iholi Swu ~
Quote :“As we journeyed , may we
always battle strong and finish it.”

~ Inavini Achumi ~
Quote : @ Vini moijun toh rasta

te rukhi ase.

~ Aliy Delem ~
Quote: Chalo ahi ase

@Mentayyy Singapore mixed
fried rice na?

~ Thejaseno Kire ~
Quote : Lips tera ase holebe opai nai...

~ Vina Rhi ~
Quote : “No Quote” by Cringe No More

~ Akangmenla Kichu ~
Quote: College toh char.
SUNRISE jabo ahibi chal

@Aliyyy mixed fried rice na?

~ Thungrhoni C Ennio ~
Quote : Bro 2 mins rukhiwi...moi

etia ulai jawo (......45 mins later....
too early for second class and

too late for first class).

~ Muwala T Sangtam ~
Quote : “Don’t waste your  time on
regrets, worries, anger and grudges,

life is too short to be unhappy”

~ Saneino  Nakhro ~
Quote : “In the blink of an eye.”

~ Vini H Ayemi ~
Quote : @Thungrho tui hoishe na nai? 

@Ina moijun toh hoishe dey. 
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~ Moijum Konyak ~
“Go confidently in the direction

of your dreams!”

~ Gwanile Kent ~
“Do whatever pleases your heart but 

remember never to lie to yourself because 
it will bring destruction to yourself.”

~ Henwau Hentokhu ~
“Be patient always.”

~ Moamenla ~
“I wish everything was as

easy as getting fat.”

~ Tonge ~
“End of student life means end

of income source (pocket money)
hence no more addition of new clothes.”

~ Mutselu Huzhu ~
“The quality of your thought is determined 

by the quality of your reading.”

~ Mayini Krichena ~
“Let it be.”

~ Sharonbeni H Patton ~
We’re the same kind of weird. #Trios

~ Phepon P Meya ~
“Running late to class is my daily 

cardio.”

~ Vitono Nagi ~
“Searching for the senior in me to 

quote this.”

~ Liwe Letro ~
“I think we’ll be fine.”

~ Vikosano Yhoshu ~
“Not all those who wander are lost.”

~ Christy Aier ~
We’re the same kind of weird. #Trios

~ Runohi Thyug ~
“Pursuing chemistry provided enough 
solutions, just not one for unemploy-

ment.”
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~ Neiphreno Kintso Angami ~
They say you are what you eat,

but I don’t remember eating
mathematical competence

~ Meyisongla Ozukum ~
I’ll leave tomorrow’s plan

to tomorrow me.

~ Bongso Chumikhum ~
Sometimes you have to play the role 

of a fool to fool the fool who

 thinks he’s fooling you😂

~ Kachie-Ü Khutso ~
“Stand Tall like a SUNFLOWER

and BEE calm”

~ Vepilu Ringa ~
...”Goodbye everyone,

I’ll remember you all in therapy”

~ Vethono Mede-O ~ 
“The most important thing is to

enjoy your life. To be happy.
It’s all that matters.” -Audrey Hepburn

~ Vinikali H Asumi ~
“Be at your best and let God

take care of the rest”

~ Pangerremla ~
Sign is LIBRA yet my life
isn’t balancing at all.

~ Aremo W Ngullie ~
My classmates taught me that

introverts are the loudest people.
(Inside jokes proved by contradiction)

~ Noswedenu Tase ~
“Be grateful for what you already have 

while you pursue your goals. If you 
aren’t grateful with what you already 

have, what makes you think you would 
be happy with more.” -Roy T. Bennett

~ Rokonguno Vupru ~
“Smile while you still have teeth.”

~ Grace M Kithan ~
We’re the same kind of weird. #Trios

~ Tonom A ~
“I think about more than I forget.”

~ Lanurenla Kubzar ~
“I am finally free.”
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~ Vesevo Lürüo ~
Be yourself, everyone is already taken

~Oscar Wilde

~ Zizalo Jami ~
“How lucky I am to have something, that 
makes saying good bye so hard” ~SAG

~ Changnungla A Chang ~
Graduating with truckloads of memories

~ Thejapietsü Mepfhüo ~
 Into the rat race we go.

~ Shenieta ~
Your degree is just a piece of paper. What 
you do with it is what matters. Congrats 

on getting through the easiest part of your 
life.

~ A zakhuo Khezhie ~
https://youtu.be/Mvaosumc4hU

~ Kuku Reine ~
Wish for it, Work for it, Get it.

~ Abigail Thupitor ~
College life ends here but ah! Optimus 

prime still remains. I’ll miss riding on it!!

~ M Vipu Domeh ~
MY COLLEGE

Lies beyond lofty mountain peaks my 
college in varied ablaze.

Where the wind plays the harps
and knowledge spread its wings

And wisdom welcomes people in harmony
Like the pleasant weather of JOTSOMA
which bids the people, “OMNIA VINCIT 

LABOR”.

~ Imnayanger Pongen ~
Taylor Swift said “You’re on your own, 

kid” and she’s so real for this. 
- Jordan Peterson

~ Renjanthung Murry ~
Life is one big party when you’re

still young but who’s gonna have your 
back when it’s all done. 

It’s all good when you’re little, you 
have pure fun. Can’t be a fool, son, 

what about the long run?
~Shaggy

~ Yungmei ~
You gain, you lose
You lose, you gain.

~ Wetshe Chirha ~
Remember: if you wait until the last min-

ute, it only takes a minute to do

~ Pangchoak Poyham ~
“Everyone loves a joke but no one likes 

a fool “
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~ Kikro-e ~
Representing the rejected batch of ILLUME 

Annual Magazine. Vol – 46 
Also tagging those three other heads of 

“ Charta matha milai kena
eman hi parishe?” - Taxonomy

~ Eva ~
Trust the process

Manai
Selenium, Neodymium, Nitrogen, Urani-

um, Deuterium, Einsteinium.

~ Thongdila ~
There are years that asks questions and 

years that answers. 
So take a break but don’t give up.

~ Chubasenla ~ 
“Not in doing what you like, but in liking 

what you do is the secret of happiness”

~ Sulika ~
“Did everyone see that? 

Because I will not be doing it again.” 
P.S : I already forgot everything

~ Anali ~
“Don’t compare with others,

it’s okay to run slower”

~ Kerhenuo ~
‘God’s got you’

~ Imlimanen~ 
“So, yeah. That’s about it”

~ Alang T. Imchen ~
La-da-da-da-dah 

It’s the motherfuckin’ Aaaa..lang 
Doing things that others only dream of!

~ Teisovinuo ~ 
“Learn to enjoy the adventures of life. 

You never know when’s the last!”
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~ Inalika Kiba ~
“Your efforts will never betray you.

All your efforts will pay off ”

~ Rhonbeni L Kithan ~
“Oh… I made it this far? SWAG”

~ Kitizenla ~
“Everything happens for a reason……

That reason is usually PHYSICS”

~ Sekholu Swuro ~
“Level 4 cleared!!

Ready to use y=mx+b to calculate
the slope of my life in level 5”

~ Mering Kithan ~
“Struggled these two years to get a

Master’s Degree but ended up
with a TAMBOLA degree”

~ Tsuvelu Vero ~
“Forever in illusion”

~ Nutsula ~
“”You want to fight?” is what I’d say way 

too much to my mates but  tip toeing and 
still struggling to open/close the doors 

because I can’t reach(╥     ╥)
Tall people assist this short person in need.

Kethovinu Viswentso
“If coming late to college was a crime, 

then I would have already been
sentenced to life imprisonment”

Keyinzile Newme
“Just a Zeliang girl trying

to pronounce PULIEBADZE”

Ngapkai N Konyak
“Tea without sugar,

because I am sweet already”

~ Sumitra Devi ~
“Sometimes you will never know the value 
of a moment, until it becomes a memory”

Nchumbemo Ngullie
My name taken from greEK word 

(Ncum-Thinking…. Bemo-Success) 
So…”Don’t think about your beauty 

because beauty will make you spoil, but 
think about your duty, duty will make 

you wonderful in life”

Ajoy Mech
“I’m a slow learner but
I never quit learning” 
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~ Ketoulenuo Keyho ~
Ladybugs are beetles.

~ Janet Niangngaihkim ~
In a world where you can

be anything, be kind.

~ Thungchanbemo N Ovung ~
See kids? I told you was sexy during my 

college days.

~ Onulu Kezo ~
keep going!!

~ Vikezelie Keretsii ~
“Listen look and listen and learn”

~ L Athisa Maria ~
Be Kind :)

~ Bonoli T Zhimo ~
WAKE UP TO REALITY.

~ Khrowutso Kenye ~
“Who’s there?”

~ Eliawangle Daime ~
“ not the trouple. We graduated”.

~ Lechoi Lakpan ~
“Guard your heart above all else,

for it determines the course of your life”
-Proverbs 4:23

~ Venulu Lohe ~
The secret of getting ahead is

getting started “CONTINUE” your story 
has not stopped unfolding.

~ Neingutuonuo Mezhu ~
Trust in the Lord with all your heart 

and lean not on your own
understanding; in all your ways

acknowledge him, and he will make 
your paths straight. - Proverbs 3: 5-6

~ Agongna ~
The “S” in my name stands for Sexy, Sweet

and Serious. Yesexactly.

~ Ongaronii Ngullie ~
K-On! Season 2, epds 24, 19:43

~ Tekamongla Longkumer ~
“Knock knock!”
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Normal day without Tambola

Tuijun toh olop juldi ahishe naki… 10 Am class is cancelled.

Choo…. Whoever considers themselves as pretty, follow me to drink tea…

Hmmm…. Bishi acting namaribi.. Handsome la ‘H’ bi nai… Chup chap ahibi

Aaphee… eman hi khawo? Tui karni beshi komti hoishe naki….

Hoishe..Hoishe..!! Joldi order kuriwi, Ajibi over bhuk lagi ase..!! “OVER & OUT”

Hehehe…. Tui ekala jawi…..!!! WE are too pretty to follow you

Vroom..Vroom..Bike ase, aram se!! College chicks khan wi etya hi jai thakiwo..LoL

HAHAHA!!! Etu kwa ru… Hawa neshna aha toh loss dey

Class dy Amul khotom hoishe dy…. Avino jawo chaloooooo

10:45 AM

“Whole Class laughs”

{New Message: SIR: 11 class take library time, inform your classmates.}

Aruii!!!! Its 10:30 am, shall we attend 10 class?

TOH??? Handsome mota khan toh DECORATION naki??? Moikhan sunrise jawo dy toh

Aji toh stomach full…. Hoilibi 2 samosa and 1 puri for me

Tai ekala nahoi,Sekho bi komti nakhai deHHhh…..

“REACHES AVINO”

“SUCCESFULLY IGNORED”
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“
“

Science College Kohima
Thy name we adore we do

To Thee we come all in unity
Let us find the truth we seek
To thee unknown as we go

sailing
with our God as our Captain

Omnia Vinci Labor
Let thy motto be our guide

College
Ant hem

Composed by
KIREMWATI, Former Principal


